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PREFACE
a

The United States, a nation or immigrants, has always had a significant number
of non-English or limited-English-speaking students in its schools. A 1975
government publication estimated the current number as approximatelY five.
mfllion. Included in that flve-million were 4,500,000 Spanish speaking,
56,000 N tive Americans, and 259,000 Asian-Americans.

Nevad schools have their Share of students whose 'primary language Is not
Engli h. These students eannot develop their academic potential in a totally
Eng sh curricu4um without special help. Thep- numbers are significant enough
injfnany schools in Nevada for the Nevada Department of Education to offer
a sisthnce to school districts in planning and implementing educational pro-
rams for them.

, (--

This publicat)'on, Educatim Nevada's Limlted-English-Speaking Students, seeks
to give school districts an Tr;Iiii-iTinding of- sucin students' unTildrii;ids and
to offer guidelines for providing.these stadents with equal access'to quality
education. it is addressed to district and school administrators, for they
have the responsibilfty of assessing educational needs and initiating instruc-
tional programs. It will provide them with the information needed to approach
successfully .the task of educating non-English-speaking students, from initial
needs assessment to program evaluation.

Part One details the mandat4 to provide equal access to quality education for
itaents ;11;W-first languaTs not English. Chapter 1 traces the historial
record,of American schoo s nvolvement in.the education of the linguistically
different student. Chapter 2 examines those Nevada State Board of Education
documents.that touch on this area. Chapter 3 details the federal government's
role in clarifying the mandate through federal court decisions,,legislation,
and agency guidelines and regulations. The mandate to provide non-English-
speaking,students with programs geared to their speeial needs becomes both
clear and inescapable.

Paet Two.outlines typal of progItems which would fulfill the federal mandate.
cr torte for any-program n-orT-Trgrish-

speaking oudents, while Chapters 5 and 6 describe the two most common kinds
of programs, Bilingual,Bicultural education and English as a Second Language
Instruction.

Part Three detaitp the'steps a district and/or school should take to develo
ro aiaalch woulTrovide eqiiiiriG4s to quiTITi-eatia-a63-TWIls

stu ants. (0-17-dntrict shoula IdentifraTriTmiiita-
ng s spealano studeaTETP-rimarv lanquaoes and by language proficiency

levels and assess their educational needs (Chapter 7). (2) Then it should
assess its own capabiltties -- In curriculum, programs,,and personnel --

_ bothavallable and.attainable, to meet the educatiOniT needs of Its limited-
English-speaking students (Chapter 8). (3) it should then seek. to promote

*

parental and community invoVvement in all phases of program planning and'
Implementation (Chapter 9). (4) Only afterkthe above tasks ar completed,

I.

.
.



dan the district select.and implement suitable lAiructional programs for its

limitecknglish-speaking students (Chapter 10). (5) Once a program has been

initiated, it should be regularly and systematically evaluated (Chapter 11).

From its earliest planning stages through its many versions and revisions,
ting Nevada's Limited4English-Speaking Students has evolvdd'as a coopera-

tive venture. The Department of-Education is grateful for the cooperation of

school dlitrict administrators and classroom teachers who provided input to

this document. Many English as a SecOhd Language teachers and other interested

teachers of-retated disciplines, especially in Clark anil Washoe CountliA,

helped in positive and concrete.ways'with the writing of varlokdrafts.
School district administrators.reacted to various finished deisfts, offering

comments and suggestions which.proved helpful in revising the document. .

The Department of Education is also grateful to the various federally-funded

General Assistance Centers which provided input to this document: CACTI

(Cultural Awareness Center Trilingual institute) In Albuquerque, New Mexico,
BABEL (Bay Area"Bilingual Education League) in Berkeley, California, the

institute for Cultur l Pluralism in San Diego, California, and the Center

for Applied Linguistics in Arlington,

A

Iv
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a

CHAPTER-

tDUCATINGi
LIMITED-EtibLISH-SPEAKiNG
STVDENTS: THE RECO*D

.-

In ed cating students from diverse languages and cultures, American schools
have een influeoced by ideas and attitudes from the larger society outside
of the school. In this regard two:principal concepts of Ameri.cdh culture #

have Influenced, consciously or unconsciously, the philosophy of Americal edu-
cation and thus have influenced the programs and approaches American schools I

have used in edueating limited-English-speaking students. .These two theories
are America as "melting pot" and Amereca as "cultural mosaic."

4.

The melt Ig pot theory holds that American culture has been formed from a
mixture of varhous ethnic and cultural heritages, predominantly the Anglo-
Saxon. Alrimmigrants and citizens coming from different language or-cultural
backgrounds must foresake their non-Anglo-Saxon roots if they want, to become
fully American. They-must assimilate themselves totally Into a new system of
language, valuesrand attitudes.. The languadb, values, and attitudethey
bring with them will be only hindrances if they want to-partake fully'and

' 4rsuccessfully in American socijety. ...

Followl g this reasoning, the school can best serve people'oft-non-Anglo-Saxon

;backgro nd, both children and adults, by urging them to forget the old and
embrace the new without reservation. Theodore Roosevelt emptrized this in
1917 wh n he said:

t

(

". ,. any man who comes here . : . must adopt the institutes of
the U.S., and therefore he must adopt the language which is now
the native tongue of our people. . -. . It would not merely be a
misfortune bu a crime to perpetuate differences of language . . .

...1--

"We %hould pr vide for every immigrant by day schools for the
yound and night schools for the adulti. the chance to leatn Eoglish;
and if after say five years he has not learned .English, he should
be sent...pack to the land from whence he came." A

41
I/ifferent languages and cultures are, then,.to be renounced os dangers to the
'unitary fabric of American society. Public educattbn'should socialize all
individua i and groups into the core culture, neither recognizing nor promot-
ing the lture of its limited-Inglish-speaking students-. ,,Public education
existt't erpetuate the common core culture by teaching the basic skills,"by
developin the eisential abilities iind by prpmoting the common values necessary
for all citizens'.

Over the ye(irs many cultUral and language groups haV:e been assimilMed into ,

the maknstream of the dominant American society. Many millions.of iMmigrants

ID
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came to America seeking a new life for themielves and their children, seeking
to become part,of the new country. These 'Willingly put behind them their
cultures and languages and gladly embraced the new. For them the melting pot
logic worked.

But the advoCeS of culture pl ralismi, of Amerlea es a cultural mosaid, stress
that not all peqples have been equally assimilated LPID American society. Fur- ,

Cher, they believe that tqt41'assimilation to the ebint of wiping out all cul-
tural and language differencis ls not desirable. They believe that, though
American society reflects a core culture, it should Moo allow for the flour-
shIrig minority cultures. These cultures, -instead of threatening the common
unity, Aictually"strengthen it. Whereas the melting pot theory reads the
national motto "E Plurhbus Mnum" with emphasis on the oneness leriyed from the
many, cultural pluralism stresses equally the oneness and the many. In this
view, American educativó should foster both tultural utlity and diversity and'
one of its goals should be to 4Id all students to function effectively in-both
the cmmón core culture and in their own individual ethnic cultures.

Since the turn of he 20th Century the ways in which American education has
dealt with stud,rifs, whether native born or immigrant, who have come to school

. speaking a la uage other than English, have been influenced by the two above.
attitudes. Specifically, U.S. "schools have dealt with limited-English-
speaking students iniour ways. They have provided them with (1) nOthing
special, (2) nothing special except Special Education, (3) special classes of
English as 4 Second Language, and (4) special programs of Bilingual-Bicultural
education. The first two alternatives have proven to be ways of either ignor-
ing or misjUdging the educational needs of ilinited-English-saklng students.
The last two, on the other han, are attempts at meeting their unique educa-
tional- need

,

I. Nothing special: To provide no special instruction or materials to
meet the needs of limited-English-speaking students (as is the case
With many American schoells,in tOis Century) does not constitute a

neutral att..qude.. The U.S. Sapreme Court in Lau v. Nichols stated
that this treiftment is, in fact, illegal; it does not give these
students equal educational opportunity. The problems of non-English-

'speaking students do not go away when ignored. The tragedy is that
( the students somet)mes do: their dropout rate from schools which
show no concern or, worse, outright hdstility toward their primary
languages and cultural heritages is significantly higher than that
of native English-speaking students. One of the hopeful signs of
American education after the Jima decision of 1974 is that more and
miare educators are realizing that to expect non-native speakers of
English to succeed in a totally English curricalum without any help
geared to their language needs is both humanly wasteful and educa-
tionally unforgivable.

2. Nothins special jcoccept Special Education: Placing limitedrEnglish-
speaking studenft. In classes for the mentally retarded has' a long
and sad history in America. Such a practice is basep on wrongly
equating English language deficiency with mental deficiency. It

Is fostered by testing the intelligence of students who do net-
speak English natively with English language tests. The result of 1-

such a practice Is that {tudents are often considered intellectually.

1 0
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inidculturally."disadventeged" or, wo.rse,,"deprived," solely Alecause

they do not speck the language Of the majority. The futility and

_ "destructiveness Of this-educatjonal practice shbuld 'be self-evident.

.
ft./As early as 1939 a studrof the education of Spanish-speaking children

. in the Southwest showed that treiting anguage and cultural probleMs .

40is intelligence problems led to an e ssively high dropout rate.

In 1969 a study of 47 MexicanzAmerica students from grades three to
eight showed an avetage increase in I.Q. of 13 points solely by giving

\

them the same test in Spanish instead of English.

The 1970 HEW Memorandum (discussed on pig* 14 states that placing
llmited-Endlith-speaking students in Special EducaOlon classes solely-
on the basis of tests in the English language Is not to be tolerated.

3:Special classes: English as a Second Lan ua e. 'English as a Second

.Language-175;Ws (ESL) focus ori;gin m te - nglish-speaktng'students
do; not have: a functional abikity In the English language and an

awareness of American cultu 1 patterns. ES4 attempts.to teach stu-

dents the NocabuJary and s ucture, tho oral and written systems of

English, usually beginning ith the bast al skills or listening

and yeaking and then pr resiing to reeding and writing skills.
\

The ESL approach dates back_to the beginning of the century when,
classes in English, naturalization, and civics speouted up in many

cities with large quit immTgrant populations. ESL began to be used

rh the nation's public schools in the late 50's and early 60's. fhe

audio-kingual method the military had developed in teaching foreign

languages to their personnel was first adopted in teaching ESL to
adults at home and abroad. Later, when schools introduced ESL classes

for non-English &peaking students, it was.this audio-lingdal method

thai was used. The content of instruction was basically an adopta-
tion of material initially developed for adults.

Historically, ESL Instruction in pllic schools has been, to a

greater or lesser degree,.an expression of the assimilationth melt-

ing pot theory. The newest thinking and practice.in ESL, however,
goes beyond the goals of the melting pot. It recognizes and makes

use of the student's skills in the primary language and kilowledge of

the primary culture as tools in learning English and in the,acgOsi-

tion of the core culture2f American society. Muriel:Saville:Yrolke

points out im her exce114111 book; Foundations for Teaching EnglIsh as

a Second Language, how the ,primary language a norEng)ish-speaklng
ilii-airtuses can be utilized in teaching hilt, English'and providing

equal educationel opportunity.

4.Special programs: Bilingual-Opltural Education. Of more'recent

origin than ESL classeS, 6iltnguai-bicuLiiii7grams focus both on
what Limited-English-speaking students have asibell as on whai.they

do not have. While introducing students, systeratIcilly.to the English
language, such iirograms mokeluse of the langmoge and cultUre the stu-
dents bring with them to sch'403.. They lead students.from competency'
in the oral skills of their, natiiie language to' dompetency
written skillsof that language. They teachsubject matter in the
primary language so that students neid not laMbehind In school-
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because theiy do not speak Eng 1 ish. And as funct lona]. abi t es in
Engl ish increase, subject matter 1.s taught in Eng l sh as ,wel ras Ih
the primary language. The students''-own primary language and culture
is fostered and reinforced, while thby arie boing introduced to the
English language. The tradmatic cultural .shiDck of confronting ar'.
schopl conducted wholly in antindeCipherable language js avolded.
The students see the school a an. institution. knowledgeabte in their.
language and understanding' of heir Ctilture andgithus they,gairi
tive feelings, both of themselves and. of the school. These feelings
aid them IA learning Engl ish, in ,susceiedino. in the.aCadeniic subject's,'
and in,staying in school to comprete their education.

a
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On June 20, 1974 the ievada Stata, Board of liation adopted a Position Paj4r.., on 1311tingua1-81cultura1 Education stating the educa5iona1 princip1ek.dnawhich
%* Bilingtial Educatibn ,is based and the goals inherent in such prografose

I

1. ', Text of Poition paper,

v In January of this year, the United Statee Supreme Court, py unanimous
..vote, o?e turned a lower court decision in behalf of students who do not
.spaezkEzliph. The justices said, "There ie no equality of tredtment
merely bj providing students with the same facitities, textbooks, teachers,
'QM curt:imam; for students who do niit understand Englishare effectively
4,1,461oee4.fiorn any meaningful fiducation."

. ,
The need for a meaningful- education for the non-speaker of Elfglieh has
long been recognized by certain segments of the eduaationaZ society. How-
ever; mdse jattempts to provide such an.' education have been directed totard
the ,-intensive learning of English to he "exclziaion ,and downgrading of' the
students "'their tongue and conseque y 'to that altur4' of .hi& home and

... parents. "Thus' students already ati disadvantage eduiationally are further .,r. demeaned and frustrated. .,

,. . .
..- .., ,

Conceetn at thitiregiónal and nationai level gave rise tt, 'the enadtment of
. Title k.11 of the Elementary and SecondarP Education Act coitthonly known

as.the Bilingual Edueiation Act:* This At Pro6i4ee moniee for the educa-tit* of non-English cpeakers in Englisk but also in their mother tonguear wfll? By intent it is expected that he language facility of the pre-
school years will be taken advantage of in teaching the basic skills in-

. cluding the eventual acquisition of English language skills.,

,

7

4

.

,
Nel'ada has always had a conglomerate of language and cultUral coninunities
.represented among its people and in its history. Ovgr the years some

pscultuial and kmguage foups haVe been assimilated inf6 the 'stetting pot'? .of the domknatt society.. However, 'for many this transition has not taken
place and it is highly. questioned as, to whether it should. The "melting
pot" hypdtheeis "is being challenged and advocates of cultural pluralism
feel it shotad be' replaced by the, "mosaic" hypothesis - a- recognition that
one of Aittrica's greciteit strengths lies in the many cinds pf people who
tiv?,!heref each with his own'aontribution to *erica.

***, Thet Nevada State aced Of Education bereby states position relative ,,to"rt0 of`rieq::epsaketre of Awligh,residetzt.s'and citizens of the ,

ti 441CIP

-State. -
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a) Educators aneTeducation muet recognize that a child's first language
is hie beet medium for learning.

'To ethange a child's medium of inetruction ie surely to change his
cuttur9; is not culture bound up with Language? And if the lan-

.

guagp- should disappedr, can the eufture remain? Everyone Must haft

his own orientation to tide, and language provides the most natural
means of reacting to lifIn the deepeet thinge of the heart, a

man or woman turns naturally to the mother tongue; and in a child's

formative stages, his confidence in that tongue must never be'im-
paired." (R. E. Davis)

b) Educators and education'must recognize that a child's serum of being
and pride is related to the acceptance and mutual respect of language .

and cultures.

"Educators must be continually alert to the diffSrence in languages;
values, meters, the whole cultural heritage, and seek to under-. .,

stand the students they teach as real people with all the feelings,
attitudes, and emotional responses that make them behave the Jay
they do. Most important is the realization that one way of life
or one language for communication is not better nor superior, and

not 'rm9re right' than another." (Miles V. Zintz)

e) Teadhing a child in his first language should be considered as the
development of a natural resource.

"Where English has been forced in the classroom, these experiences
have not resulted in bi-lingualism, as early educators had expected,
but in non-linguatism--a people illiterate, for al/ practical pur-
poses, in two languages."

0 Three major goals should be considered as basic to any bilingual-
bicultural program:

141,3, The elimination of educational handicap for non-English speaking
children;

) The reparation of individuals who can effectively speak, read
write in two languages, and who are familiar with the valued
heritage of two.cultures; and

3) ke development in students of respect, not tolerance, for cultural
and social dWerence.

,

e) The home is the primary source for the nurturing and learning of lan-
guage and culture, therefore the position taken for the bilingual-
bicultural educatilK Of children applies as.well Sp the adult.p09u/a-
tion regardless ot age.

Goals of cosition Paper and CoMmon Goals of Nevada Educatfon

In 1971 the State Board of Educatton adopted a statement of goals for
Ot* Nevada'educlitiori. All .of thi ten goals stated in Common Goals of Nevada

Aducation apply to al) students in Nevekla, English-speaking and limited-
English-speaking alike. But at least our of them relate directly to the

.

8 1 4
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principles 'and goals stated more recently in the.State Board of Education
Position Paper on Bi tingual-Bicul tural Education': intergroup Acceptance,
Mothiation to Learn, Self-Undarstanding and Acceptance, awl Mastery qf
Basic Skills.

Goal Area 1: Goals related to the indiV ,

HOMAN 4EFDS: Physiejlogical safety

a) Fostering Creativity:

vdciatit,nal developnent

-

Full education should give every individual oppOrtunity and
encouragement to be creative in one or more fields of endeavor.

b), Vocational Pl.oductivitp

Full education should help every individual understcmd the oppor-
tunities open to him for preparing himself fOr a productive life and
should enable him to take full advantage of these opportunities.

c) Continuing Education:

/
Full education should help every individual to ,prepare for a 'world
of rapid chamge cazd unforseeable- demands in which continuing ,educa-
tion throughout his adult .1.ife should be a normal expectation.

idGoal Area 11. Goals related to ths ividual's social developnent, most
generally as required for assumi the role of a citizen.

HINAN NEEDS: Affiliation and esteem

a) Intergroup Acceptance:

ow*

Full education should help every individual acquire understanding
and appi4eciation of persons belonging to social, cultural, and
ethnic groups different from his own.

b) MotivatiOn to Leariv:
.

Full education should help overy child acquire a positive atiitude
toward school and toward ,the learning process.

a) Citizenship and Social Competence:

Full education shouid help every indiVidual acquire the habits cazd
attitudes associated with responsible aitizenship and acceptance
of .his"role in society.

Goal Area 111. Goals related to the iridividual's self-fulfilZmen

HMAN NEEDS:, Self-actualization, cognitive 'and aesthetic

a) Self-understanding mid Acceptance:



b)

3* JI

Pull education should help avery acquire 'the greatest
"possilble understanding of himself ,and RI appreciation of his
wortAiness as a member of society.

NOetery of Basic Skills: ,
*

. Ft44 ethication 'should help every individual acquire, to the f4l/est

artent poasible. mastery of the basic skills in the use of words

o)

and numbers.
,

Physical-andAotional Health:

PutZ education should hap every indivi acquire go6d health

habits and an understanding,ot the conditions necessary for the

maintenance 4 physical and emotional-welt-being.

d) Intellectual Developpient:

Fiat ed4cation should help eilery individual to understand and
appreciate as much as he can of human achievement in the sciences,
the humanities, and the arts.

A close study of Common Goals of Nevada Education will show further relation-

ships between it,-IETTaTit-Foard-R-Mcat)on.PosItion.Paper on Bilingual-
Bicultural Education, and Educating Nevada's Limited-En lish-Speaking Stu-

bents. Both of these latter documents are statements o -how those ten
goals can be "achieved for limited-English-speating students.

0
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CHAPTER 3
FEDERAL INVOLVEMEAT IN THE .

EDUCATION OF
LIMITE1D-ENGLISOA-5PEAIKING STUDENTS

(-

Federal. Involvement in the area of the education of the lirrilted-Englists-
speaking students in the.United States has been bcth extensive and inf1uen1001.
Federal laws, federil court decisions, ang federal agenclet' directives have
made expliat the schools' obligation in educating sfudents whose primary'lan-
guage is not`English and have pointed the way to improved educalional programs
for them.

1, Federal-LeWslation

a) Title.V1 of*Civil Rights Act of.1964

jitle.V1 of the CiVil Rights Act of 1964 forbids discrimination on the
basis of race: color, or national origin in any federally assisted I

program. .it is a congressional mandate to insure that federal monies
are spent only in a nón-'discrimimatory way: "No' person in the United
States shall, on the ground Qt race, color, or national origin be
exclUded from participating 14, be denied the benefits of, or be sub-
jected to discrimination uhdef any program or activity receiving
Federal financial assistance."

Title,V1 orthe Civil Rights Act of 1944 has been-the legal basis both
for the Ma40970 HEW "Memorandum to School Districts With More Than
Five Percent National Origin-Minority Groups" and for the January 197.4
Supreme Court decision in the case Of Lau v. Nichols.

b) Bilingual Ellucation,Acts of 1968 and 1974

With the 1968 Bilingual Education.Act (Title VII of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act of 1965). the federal government began,to.ald
school districts in initiating programs- to meettheeducational needs
of limited-English7speaking students. Funding was provided for plarr:
ning and developing bilingual-bicultural programs, for preservice.

.

training, and for he operation of bilingual programs,.

The Bilingual Education Act of 1974 was more exPlicit in its intent
and design than the 1568 Act which it supersede 'Both the need for
bilingual education-and the congressional policy ègarding it are
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clearly stated in the 1974 legislation.

Sec. 702(a) Recognizing --
"(1) that therw are large numbers of chitten of limited

. English-speaking ability;
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"(2) that many of such children &Me a cultural heritage whiCh
diners from OofEnglisk.spelAingpirsono
"(8) that a p,äI1 mAdne by whfoh'ci ohAd learns is thflough

,the um* of suos child's languageqapd cultural heritage;
"(4) that 'th4rjorca largo Nobler. of ohildpen of United
English-spea ng ability have's... ..tiOnca'nede whi'oh' oak be
met by the uee of bilingual e " #0 f nal methods and techniques; '
and
"(6) thfft, in addition, children of liMited English...speaking
ability benefit through the Mlest utiii*ation pf multiple
tang:ewe and cultural resources."

The Congress declares it to be the policy of the United States,
in order to establish equal iducationa oppqrtunity Arial
ildren (4) to encourage the establishment and operatfon 'where
ropriate of edUcational progrqms wit:4g bilingu2 educationa

p ,.tices, techniques, and methods, and (B) for that,purpos.
to provide financial assistance to local ed4cational agencies,
and to State edUcational agencies pr certain purposes,-in
order to enable such local edUcational agencies to develop and
carry out such programs in elementary and secondary schools,
including activities at the preschool level, which are designed
to meet the edUcational needs of such Children; and to
strata effective ways of providing for children of limited-
English-speaking abilit1 instruction designed to enable them,
while using their native language, to achieve-competence in the
English language.

The 1968 Act specified that the children served have to be from low
incomf families. The 1974 Act removed that criterion, thus enabling
larger numbers of language minority children to be aided.

The 1974 Act defined legislatively for'the first time what constitutes
a bilingual educatIon program. It described bilingual education as

instruction given in, and study of, English and to'the extent
necessary to allow a chiq to progress effectively through the,
educaticiAal system the native Language of the-children of limited-
English-speaking ability, and such instruction ie given with
apprecigtion for the cultural heritage of such children, and,
with redpect to elementary echool instruction, such instruction

, shall, to the extent nspeesary, te in all courses or subjects of
sptuok which will allow a child to progress effectively through,
the educational system. 1

.TheL_1974'Act stipulates that in art, Juusic, and physical education
children-of limited-English-speakihg ability should be placed in
regutar classes.- The act also provides monetary support for bilingual
proirams, s4pplemehtal community activities,.training. pregrem4,,fellow-
ships, planning for programs,,and technitals-assistance.

) Equal Educat ion Opportun ty of 1974

Thts act declarei that all public school children are entitled .o
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equal ducationalAppportunity regardless of race, color, sex, or
national ortglip. Ihe law lists six acts that constituto'doniel of
equal oducatioW opportunity. oho of them is "the failure by an
educational agency to take approprieto.actiOn to overcome linguage'
barriers that impede equal Participation by its students in lti
instructional,program." The act-does noi spll out, however, the
kinds orinstrucfl nal programs which would Constitute appropriate
action tokovercome language barriers.

2... Federal Court Decisions
. (

,,.,.
a) Lau v. Nichols (1974)

'I I

A

The case of Lau v. Nichol* was a class action spit charging the San
Francisco untrlia School,-Distritt with failure to provEde all non-
English speaking students with equal educatiOnal opportunity. The
plaintiffs contended that their rights had been abridged under the
U.S. constitution, the California Constitution, Title VI of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964, and provisions of the California Education Code.

After four.years of litigation in which the U.S. District Court in
San Francisco and the U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals ruled apinst the ,

plaintiffs, the case was sent to the Supreme Court.

The Supreme Court denied the argument that to prconde now-English
speaking students with the same facilities as their English speaking
peers constitutes equal treatment and equal educational opportunity.

The Court wrote:

Basic English skills aro at the very 419re of what these
,public schools teach. Imposition of a requirement that
lbefore a child can effectively participate in the educa-
tional program he must already have acluired these basic
skills is to make a mockery of public education.. ye know
that those who do not understand Ehglish aro certain to
find their classroom experiences whOly incomprehensible and
in no way meaningfuZ.

The Court, did not specifi, a particular-remedy. It mentioned bilingual ,

instruction in Chinese or special training in English. The case was
returned to the U.S. District Court in San Francisco for ditarmillation

-of an appropriate remedy to end the educational disCriminati3n. The

text of the Lau decision can'be found in Appendix A.

)6)) Federal Court Decisions After lau

The Supreme Court handed down its decision In Lau v. Nichols la
January of 1974. During the remaindee of that year, three other
eignificant federal court cases p.itaIning to the education of limited-

-

English-speaking students were demi d.

".

(1)'Keyes v. Deayer,Unified School District. On April 5, 1974, a
U.S. D'iltrict togrgeTCERii-ihe Lou Decision demonstrates that
it is "ineffective to require non-NiDish-speaking children to s.

- 1 9
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learn a langtage with which they are tinfamillar, and at the same

time acquire normal basic learning, skills whiCh'are taught through
the'medimm of that unfamiliar language."

.1
I.- .

-.(2) Urn. v. Portales Now Mexico,School District. On July 19, 1974 a
sT.TIouri-775:7017gave 167-47Tiriiii-VIT case admitted by both
parties to be exactly like Lau. It ruled-that Oil,ingual instruc

tion wat the only appropriate TOMedy under the Lau*.depision:.-
"Under Title VI of the.Civil Rights Act of 1964 appelleds have a
rUght to bilingual education." The:Court went on to say that -"a
student who.does not understand the,EngltshAanguage and is-not,
provided with bilingual instruction is therefore.effectively peas. .

Cluded from any-meaningful education."'

(3)

rpira.v.'Board'of Education of the City of New York. On August 29,
974 a ii3-7171117Tit Court, 1;1-ynii- on thrlau diailon,. ordered
imineiiiate implementation of a lees bilingual-bicultural pro-
gram for nearly 200,000 Puer Ri hildren'in.New York City.

in all the federal court diclions mentioned agive, from tau to Aspltil,

the intent of the courts has been to give equal educational opportun ty
to non-Eriglish-apeaking or limited-English-speaking students. Btlingual

education, one of the remedies specified by Lau-and.the sole remedy.
spectfied In Keyes, Serna, and Aspire, is conceived of as transitional
in nature. The studWiTiTprimary language is to be used in their edu-
cation until they canluncti-on in a totally English educattonal set-
ting. Intensive training .in English must accompany instruction in
the student's primary language.

I-
3. Federal Agency Regulations and-Guidelines

a) HEW 1970 Memorandum

151, May 25, 1970, the Director of the Office for Civit Rights, Depart-
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare issued a memorandum to "School
'Districts With More Than Five.Percent National Origin-Minority
ChildreK." This memorand6 was sent to over 325 such school distri,cts
across the nation. Two of these districts, Clark and Washoe, were in
Nevada, Tfla directives of the memorandum were based on TttEbVI of,
the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

The entire meMorandpm is of great significance in establishing the
educational rights of limited-English-speaking students. Of its, four

directives, perhaps most significant for Nevada is the s&onçLwhi4
states that limited-English-ability students cannot be pJad in pro-
grams for the mentalty retarded solely on the basis of- esttlig criteria
4which essentially measure or evaluate English language skills."

The complete text of the memorandum follows:

Title-VI of the Civil Righte Act of 1964,,and 'the Departmental
Regulation (45 CFR Part 80) promulgated thereunder, re e

that there be no discrimination on thevbasia ofrace, ioior ;
ornational origin in the operation of any federally assisted
programs.

t %
Y.,
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Tiile VI compliance reviewe conducted'in school districts with
large Spanis -surnamed student populatidnir by she.Office for
Civil Rights have revealed a numberlI common practices which
have the, effect'of denying oquatiti of educational oppog,tunity
to Spanish-surnamed pupil*. Similar praclices which have ths
ffect ofidiscrimination on the basis of riational origin mist
in other lodations with respect to disadvantaged pupils from
other national origin,Minority groups, for exampl44 Chinese or
Flortugess.

Ths purpose_of this memorandum is to clarifli WAN policy on
issues soncerning the responsibility of school dietricts to pro-
vide equal edUcational opportunity to national origin-minority
group children deficient in English Language skills. The follow,
ing are sane of the major areas of concern that relate to com-
pliance with Title VI: ..,...

(1) Where inability to speak and understand the English tan-
guiage excludes national origin,minority groupshildivn

/
from effective participation in the edioational progron
offered by a school district, the district must take
affirmative steps to rectiA the Language deficiency in
order to open its insiructional program to these stu-
dents.

-(2) School districts must not assign national origin-minority
. group students to classes for the nontally retarded on the

basis oercriteria which sesentially measure or evaluate
English language skills; nor may school dtstricts deny
national origin-minority group chiidren access to college
prsparatory courses on a basis directly retorted to the
failure of the school system to inculcate English Language
guage skills.

(3) 'Any ability grouping or tracking system employed by the
school system to deal with the special Language skill
needs of national origin-minority group children must be
designed to meet such Language-skill needs as soon as
possible and must not operate as an ediwational dead-end
or permanent track. ;

(4) School 4istricts have the responsibility to adequately
notiA national origin,minority group parents of school
activities Which are called to the attention dfl other
parents. SUch notice in order to be adequate may have

, to be provided in a language other than English.

School'aistricts should examine current practices which exist in
thei24 districts in order to assess,comiliance with the matters
set forth in this memorandum. A school district Which determines
that Compliance problems currently exist in that district should
immediately comMunicate in writing with the Office for Civil
Rights and indicate what steps are beit4 taken to ramedii ths

ft
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situation. Where .compliance questions arise as to the sufficiency

of programs designed to meet 00 Zanguage skill needs of national

origin,minority group chillren air.ac opePating in a particular

area, All'information'regardIng such programs should be provided .

in the area 01'am:tat language' assistance, Om *capitol' the pro-

gram and the procese for idehtihing.need and the extent to which

the need itiltaniled should be eret forth.

School dietricts which receive this memorandUm kit be contacted
short4,regarding. the avai)piiity of technical assistance and

will be provided wah any additional information that may be

needed to bseist,diatricte inAchieving compliance with the lay

and equal ed4cational oppOrtunity for aZZ children, Effective

as of this date the aforementioned areas Of concern win be
regaPded by Regiàçal Office foOrOivil Pighnts personnel as a part,

of their ccinpliajth. responsibilities.

b) Lau Remedies

a,

The Lau Remedies, prepared by a task force of educators, linguists,

and bill-c77877Eivil Rights personnet and issued in the Summer of.

1975, are the Office for Civil Rightt guidelines for districtsjound
out of compliance with the Lau v. Nichols decision. As a set of

.puldelines to remedy.situatTWs which have been determined to deny

equal-educational opportunity to limited-English=speaking students,

the Remedies are not exclusive. But should a cited district choose

not 11771;7& the guidelines, it must prove thap' its educational pro

gram provtdes its' students with.equal educational. opportunity.

The Lau Remedies consisl of nine sections:

IdentificatiOn of Student's Primary or Nome Language,
Diagnostic/Prescriptive Approach,
Educational Program Selection.
,Required and Elective Courses,
Teacher Requirements,
Racial/Ethnic Isolation and/or identifiability of Schools
and Classes,
Nofification to Parents of Students Whosel4rimary or Nome

Languageis Other than English.
Evaluation,
Definition of Terlivs.

TheoGuldelines require.that 11Mitinglish-speakIng students be '

evaluated by bilingual personnel familiar With the specific non-

English language. Thit evaluation is to determine, first, tha stu-
dent's primary language and, second, hts functional abllities in both

English and the primary language. The school district muSt then
diagnose the Student's educational needs and prescribe e program of

education designed to bring his performance upAto the level of non-

minority students..

After valuating the language and diagnosing the educational needs of.

students, the school must next .enroll them In one of the four programs:

1 1
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. a Transitional Bilingual Educetion Program, a Bilingual/Bicultural
Program, a Multilingual/Multicultural Program or en Englieh is a
Second Language Program. ESL 1y:itself:tit acceptable oral t the
secondary achool level. SeleOebn Alison the.Other-thrae ihonld be
made on the bails of student needs. At all times in. ail,of these
progrems the goal ththat e student participate in the regular
curriculum 'to the tmutest extent possible.

4

. The guidelines are minimal In nature. They recommend proorems that.
would capply With the lex decision, programs that would give.equal.
'aducatlobal opportunity to students who cannot compete in a mono-.
lingua) English classroom.

Although the Lau itemedie
Rights invest-57a ons o
their 1 imited-English,s01
is of broader significance.
tasks to be accomplished tin pmvide quality education for students
speaking a language other thari English. The,recommendations made in
this document lean heavily on the Lau Remedies. For this reason the
entire text Is reprinted In AppendTriclaTiTved by flow charts pre-
pared by CACTI (Cultural Awareness Center Trilingual institute), "Fie
federally funded Ge5eral Assistance Center which offers technical
assistance to Nevali schools in the education of limited-Englishu
speaking students. The flow charts cover the first three sectioos of
the Lau Remedies and theiripplication'to elementary students Sfid
intermediate or secondary students.

4. Federal Reports.m.pilingual Education

Irk 1976 the federal government issued two reports evaluiting the status
of bilingual education. The first to appear was the May report to.the
Congress by the Comptroller General of the United States, Bilingual

.Education k Unmet Need. In this report 4 number of recOmmendatIonsA',
Were 'tn4e tia-E-17-60777 of Education in order to improve the Oality
of bilingtial instruction,'of teacher training, and of testing instruments

,. and teaching materials.

(

'

of.

The second report, The COndition of Bilingual Education in the 1111li9a,
was the result of a coni7;;;17117A mandate /kection 731 or-Mrs-NIT;
Elementary and Secondary Education Act), requiring,that the U. S. commis-
sioner of Education (i) assess the needs of persons of limited English-
speaking Ability and the extent to which the needs are being met; (2)
report on,the operation of the:BilIngual Education Program and several

, other Federal programs--sections orthe Emergency School Aid Act, the
Vocational Education Act,.the Adult Education Act, and the Library
,Services nd corstruction Act; (3) estimate how many teachers and other
educational Arsonnel are needed for bilingual education; and (4) des-
cribe,the role of theilEW Regional Offices in bilingual programs.

Congress has also mandated another report to be submittid to the Presi-
dent and.the Congress in February of 1978. This report will incorporate
a survey to estimate the'number of persons of limited English-speaking
ability nd a five-year plan for extending bilingual education to all
persons limited English-speaking ability.

"rieN

re specially prepared for Office for Civil
1 districts f tiain'not to be offering

nts equal educatian, the document
Ives school districts the list of

f 1 7
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ANNOTKeED BIBLIOGI;APHY FOR PiRT ONE

1. iDUCATING.LIMITED-ENGLISH-SPEAKING STUDENTS: THE RECORD

Abrahams Roger D. atid Ruaolph C. Troika, eds. Language"and Cultural

Diversit 12.American Education., Englewoodiffs, N.J. :"Vr-e-rTiTC7-7-

This anthology of evaifs contains among its sections: The Práblem,

which is concerned with the teaching of liAguistically ciFturalIy

different students; Cultures in Education, emphasizing the importance
of the educator in hiTFTRi-airrciren o all backgrounds through a bet-
ter understanding of those various cultures; Lan ua e, which presents
basic understanding concerning lan age acquis tion, grammar, com-
petence bnd performance, dialects, sand the history of the English

language; Sociolinguistics, dealin with the'role of language in
social interaction and with thlb ef cts of bilingualism and multi-
lingualism. 1

Caden, Courtney, V. P. John and D. Hymes, eds. Function of Language in

the rftsroom. New York: Teachers,C liege Press, 1972.

A compilation of articles addres ing: perspectives in nonverbal com-
/ munications; bilingualism and bid alectalism, and communicative

strategies and their utilization in the classroom. This book is an
endeavor to provide useful information on the functions of language
in the classroom. Discusses social relationships and social change
as integral problems of school as they relate to styles of teaching

and styles of learning vis-I-vis language. The authors state that
the key.to understanding language in context is to start, not with
language, but with context.

Cohen, Andrew D. A Sociolinguistic Approach to Bilingual Education:
Rowley, Massachuiatts: Newbury House, 1976.

This book reports the findings of a study of.the effects of education
on the Spanish-speaking in Redwood City, California. Covers such
tiopics as bilingualism, testing bilinguals, school programs for bi-
linguals, Spanish and English language.proficiency, and attitudes
towards language and culture. ,

Fkhman, Joshua A. "The hmplication of Bilingualism for Language Teach-
,

ing and Language Learning." In Albert Valdman (ed.), Trends in Language 1,

TOching. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1966.

1,/
This excellent article presents a definition of bilingualism, a ration-
ale for studying it, and some problems and profits arising from its
presence.

Fishman, Joshua A., Robert L. Cooper, Roxana Ma, and others. Bilingual-

ism in the Barrio. (Language Science_Monograph, 7.) Bloomingtonl Indiana:

Miana-WiVeriTEy, 1971.

24
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A detailed and theoretical sociOlingulstic-siudy of fOrtp Rican bN,
lingualismin the greater New York, atid4ersey City arias-. Witt Much-

-of the work may be too technical for' manyjiachers, this stud* li'
included because it gives p general bvervievi'of and background for
sociolinguistic studies Orbilingua4Ism,and a thorough eXplanation
of the field Oork design; collection'of_data, and interpretation.of
data.

.

.
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,

Haugen, E. "The Stigmats,of Bilingualism." In Anwar Dn.-6d.), The
Ecology of Language) StihfOrd, Cailfornia;. Stanford University Pres$, ,

._.,..-/'

'

For-many people the Aefinitron of bilingualism,is a euphemliajor
"linguistically tondicapped": The author disCusses the ambiguity
present in the early literatuee of bilingualism:-Tefirences to dangers
of retardation, intellectual improverfOhment, and SelizoPhremia,. on-the .

one hand, and the advantages of dual language and culture onrthe other'.

ExcellenL#rticle for those interested in.the maTe traditional perspect-
ives regardIng bilingualism.

Hiles, Dell, ed. Language in Culture and Societ*. New Yor : Harper and',

Row, 1964.

A mpOor compilation of articles by noted anthropologists and linguis-
tics dealing with integral issues as they relate to language and culture.
The articles cover the broad, comRlex,, and significant fields of lin-
guistic problems as they are related,to anthropological concerns. The
themes covered Can be summarized as follows: the evaluation of dif-
ferences and similarities among languages; the significance of lin-
guistic patterns for the basic outlook of a people; the relation,
between a people's vocabulary and their own interests; how speaking
enters into norms of interaction among persons; and how social factors

enter into linguistic change.

Jensen, J. Vernon. "Effects of Cht.ldhood Bilingualism." Elementary
English Part I: 19.2:112-41 (Feb. 1962); Part II: 39.4:158=61 (April

19621.

Extensive research review of negati,ve and positive evidence pegakding
the effects of bilingualism on such areas a% speech, intellectUal and
educational development, and emotional stability. Inctudes d section

of procedural and attitudjnal recommendations.for elementary, schools,
a seclion evaluating the literature, and a bihliography of some,200 '

references.

Ledo, Robert. Linguistics Across Cultures: Applied Linguistics for'Lan-
guage Teachers. Ann Arbor, Mich.: University of-Michigan Press,71357-.--

Describes how to compare-two languages and predict difficulties that
will be encountered by' a learner of a second language. Contrasts
sounds, struCtures, vocabularies, and-writing systems of two languages.

Lambert, Wallace E. "A Social Psychology of Bilingualis " Journal of

Social Issues 21.2:91-109- (1967).

19
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.C,la'sitcliapselritigrating soclopsiChoiagical-research regarding bi-

lingualism and the:soClal influences affecting indivtduat bilingual
.behavior. the-article iiso deals with socloOsychologicat,aspects of .

second.langiOge learning.

Mackey, W. C.. Bilingualism 11.6:World. Proble0i :,4antrealf Harvest House,

1967.

. u

The discussicm- in this texf shquld be,of interest to administrators,
teachers, and parents, who wish to acquire a,brOader perspecti've on
bilingUallim. Thi book is divided'into ihre parts: the first

1

attempts to expose biljngualism ai .a global. robtimo as'thetauthor

distinguishes between the bilingual individu 1 and.the bilingual

, country; the second part traces political factors as. Important ere-
ments in the universality of.bilingualism; the third part dilcusses
all factors which make-bilingualism unfversal.

Mackey, W. F., "The Description of Bilingualism.," Canadian Journal. of

Linguistits 72.51-85 (l962) S

,

Traces the devetopment of major definitions of bilingualism throulh a ,

discussion of who is bilinoual ana what it means. Makes reference tlY

, such areas of Language contact and'dsage as: home language, community
language, occuPtion grOup, recreation group, and school language.

,

Padilla, A. M. and E: Liebman. "Language Acquisition in the Bilingual
Child." The.Bilingual Review 2:42.34-55 (1975).

Excellent article' Concerned with the simultaneous acquisition df
Spanish and English in three children. The authors compare this'
studY with monolingual language acquisition.studies: Amthors found
no evidence in thelanguage sampjes that might suggest an overall
reduced or'slower rate of language growth for the bilingual Children
of the study.

1

Pialorski, Frank, ed. Teaching the BIljnguj. Tucson,, Arizona: Univee-
sity of Arizona Press, 1974.

This. Is a collection of articles addressing vital issues in bilingual/
bicultural, edtication, bicultural understanding, measurement of bilinr,
gualleM, and ftogram implementation', The various perspectives .(11n-
gurstic, socio-cOlturat, and pedagogical) offered by the authors,.

.- long inVolved in bilinguit/blculturat schooling, will give adminis-, /

trators and.teachers insights Into a wide range of multiadisciplinary
_approaches in bilingual and bidialectat education.

11/Saville, Muriel and Rudolph C. Troika. A Handbook of Bil ngual Educatton.
Washingron, O.C.: TESOL,.1971. .

Addressed to teachers and administrators, this handbook is a practical
guide forthose working fn bilingual programs. 'The authbrs,revieW the
history and fundamental considerations of bilinguareducation and
consider the linguistic, psychological, sociocultural, and pedagogical
problems tnvOlved. Each section contains a good bib4lOgraphy.

20
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Mbrtel, bilin ual Children: A Resource Document. (BI-

linguil Education Series, 2) Arlington, Va.: Center for Applied Lin-
, guistics, 1979,

The mainfocUsof this resource boOk is to prov4de assuccinctlras
- possible in'formation-on the issues of bilingualism and ,child language

pcquisition from an iarly childhood perspective. It is a wealth of
well-do6umented references to,:and discussions about, the Mexican.
AMerican, Puerto Rican, and Native Alierlcan xhild.- 'The document points

--,put some of the misunderstandings which occur .between members of
m40or1ty and minority culturea,,which may hamper-the development of the
bllingual child. EAtens e bib14o§riphy appended.

.

Spolsky, Bernard, ed. The-' an0agelducetion of Minority Children:
Selected Readings:. RowleT, Mass.: :Newbury Rouse, i92.

Artkles dJsç,ss issues cruclarto bilingual/bictittural education,
1.e'rthe expectations of langilage education, sociotingdistic perspec-
tfves-, language osessmiiht,'and curricd,10%

.

.

. ".

Tr61ke, Rudeipb C. all8 Nancy Modiano, ads; Proceed: t of the First Inter-

.

American Codftrence on Bilin ual Education. Arlington, Vir.iTiCia:. Center
IST-751711ed linguistics, !975 .

,t

COmpilat n of papers presented at the frrst Inter-American Conference
on Bilingual Education, in Mexico City, Noxember'1974. The authors
(social sci6ntistsdeducators, linguists, andgovernment offtt,ials
from the United States, Canada, and Latin America) present a wide
range of viewpoints on critical issues of bilingual/bicultural edu-
Cation. Among the topics are: Goals and Models-for Bilingual Edu-

.),

cation, Teaching the Second Language, Teaching the Mother Language,
ylevelopment of,Materials for Bilingual Education, Research Pn Bilingual
Education.

Turner, Paul R., ed. Bilingualism in the0outhwest. Tucson, Arizona:
University, of Arizona Press, 1973. -

Focusing on the Mexican-American and the American Indian, this book
has a number of articles concerning bilingualism and bilingual edu-
catlon in the Southwest. Discosses general problems and methods and
rncludes an essay emphasizing the future needs of the fields of
b11l4uallam and bilingual eduiatipn.

Ulibarri, Horacio. "Bilingualism." In Emma Marie Birkmaier, ed.,
Britannica Review of Forei n Lanpuage Education, Vol. 1. Chicago, Ili.:
171TigoMiiITITannica, 1968, pp 229-258.

The 40thor discusses the nature of billAgualism, the interrelation-
ships'between bilingualism and biculturalism, the problems faced by
educators in handincrthe situation, and the implications for teachers.
The rillationship of bilingualism td acculturat.Onand biculturism is
noted, asare itudlis concerning these areas and others, incidbing
testihg and soctal class itratification.

.
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'United ,Siates-Commission on Civil Rights. A Better Chance to Learn:
* BIlin uil-Bicuttural Education: Washington, D.C.: WITIW States Com-
,m ss on on tivil Rrghtsxtlearinghouse Publication No. 51, 1975.

This is a good introduction to the. whole area,of educating the limiteir.i
.EnolIsh-speaker. It hos an elmellent 15-page historical survey of
.American Schools and the limited-Inglish-speaking student, a comparison
.bstween EA. and BilingUil-Blcultural Education, program structures of
Wilingual-Olculturai Education, and a section on Federal and state laws.
Tills came outlin May 1975 before,the Ist.Aemedies.

United States Commission on Civil Rights. From 1971 to 1974 the Commission,"
publieed a series of six booklets on the edueetion of Mexican Americans

. in the Southwest:

Report 1: 'Ethnic isolasion of Mexican-Americans
southwescuprIl ion

in the Public Schools

Report II: The Unfinished iducation (October 1971)

Report III: The Excluded Student (May 1972)

Report IV: Mexican-American Education in Texas: A Function of Wealth--
\Report V: Teachers and Students (March 103) )

Report VI: Toward !Quality Education for Mexican-Americans (February

19.Th)

FEDERAL INVOLVEMENT IN THE EDUCATION OF LIMITED-ENGLISH-SPEAKING STUDENTS

Comptroller Genera+ of the United States. Bilingual Education: An Un-

met Need. U.S. General Accounting OffIte. Distribution Section, P. O.

-Box TM. Washington D.C. 20013. May 1976.
a

This is the. ComptToller General's report to the Congress, assessing
the effectiveness of bilingual programs. .The main conclusion is that,
due to lack of adequate plans on the part of the U.S. Office of Educa-
tion, little progress has been made toward identifying effective ways
to provide bilingual instruction, toward training teachers for bilin-
gual programs and toward developing suitable teaching"mirterials.

Geffert, Hannah, Robert J. Harper,.11, Salvador Sarmiento, and Daniel
Schember. The Current Statui of U.S. Bilingual, Education Legislation.
Arlington,,VirirM7-76Trffearinghouse onlanguages and Linguistics.
Center for Applied Linguistics, 1975.

This 124-page blioklet gives an overview Of federal court decisions Ahd
legislation affecting Bilinguel Education. rt.covers all the.state
statutory.provisions as of May 1975.'.

Grant, Joseph. " Bilingual Education and the Lawl An Overview." Austin,

Texas: The DIssemination And Assessment Center for Bilingual Education.



Describes federal involvement tn' the educat.ion oflimited-English-
spealOng students, covering court cases (including Lau and the cases
that followed it) and HEW regulations. A goOd brieT724 pages) treat-
..ment'of the area.

National Awssment and Dissimination'Center: The Condition of Bilingual
Education in the Nation: First Report by the U.S. Commissloner of Educa-
tion to theePresident and'Congress. National Assessment and Dissemination
Center, 385 High Street, Fall River, Mass. 02720. ovember 1976.

This publication fulfills the mandate of section 731,of Title VII,
Elementary and Secondary Education Act by outlining the federal role
in bilingual education since 1968. It covers the following areas:
history and rationale, quantifying the need, resources required, bi-
lkngual programs, evaluation, and administration of federal bilingual
programs. Of special interest is the eyummary of fourteen federal pro-grams that suOport bilingual education .other special programs for
limited-English-speaking students.

Steinman, Edward H. "The Lau v. Nichols Supreme Court Decision of.1974."
Catesol Occasional Papers, Number 2, Fall, 1975: Redwood City, California.

Edward H. Steinman was the attorney for the non-English-speaking
Chinese-American children in Lau v. Nichols. This article is the
transcript of Steinman's testimony be-X7i-The California State Assembly
which sketches the history of the Lau case and the Jega.1 foundation for
Bilingua+-Elucation.

Teitelbaum, Herbert and Richard J. Hiller. "Trends in Bilingual Education
and the Law" (can be obtained from Southwest Educational Development
Laboratory, 211 East Seventh Street, Austin, Texas).

This is a paper prepared for the June 1976 National Conference on
Research and.Policy Implications of the Lau Remedies by the two attor-
neys in the Aspira. case. The paper covers all t e federal court
decisions and cOmments on the force and effect of the tau Remedies.

United States Commission on Civil Rights. A Better Chance to Learn:
Bilingual-Bicultucal Education. Washington, D.C.: "Wilfirdr States Com-
misMon on Civil Rights Clearinghouse Publication No. 51, 1975-

This is a go4d introdUction to the whole area of educating the
limited-English-speaker. It has an excellent 15-page historical
survey of American schools and the limited-English-speaking.

.M.1,41:
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CH4PTifij
.COMSON,: CMTE.10A F9R

INSTRUCTIONAL- PROGRAM TOW
ilIMITtharIENGLIpilrEAKING $TODENTS

The Nevada Department of Education offers the following criteria in the hope
of helping districts to approach.the.task of providing equal access to quality
education forall its limitdd-English-speaking students. Those criteria are
suggested for a dlitrict's use in determining whether its total instructiona1
program and/or,any program specifically designed for limited-English-speaking
students are fulfilling the letter and spirit of federal laws, court decisidns,
and igency guidelines.

1. Pupil Personnel SerVicii 1

4,
Pupil Personnel Services -- orlentetion, coufiseling, assessment, career

, education,- isychWirEir and health services -- should be cleliverea-V-a
r71;;;Iiiial way to meet the 4;W-a 1.-70Ter-lnEn
The district shoulB-13767ae-TRie so77.07Zoli-to m ted-Engllshw-75;i0iig
students to aid them in making choices, solving problems and improving
planning in the areas of educational, vocatiorial, sociat, personal, and
emotional prpblems.

A counselor-of the same primary language and cultural backgmund is desir-
able where significant numbers of limited-English-speaking students
warrant it. Elsewhere the district may rely on a counselor familiar with
the'langaisge and culture.

'The counselor should coordinate the accumulation and the use of meaning-
ful information -- via the student's primary language -- about eaclistu-
dent, and assist students, teachers, and parents In the interpretation
of this information. He should also be responsible for making the limited-
English-speaking students and theiT parents aware cl special services

i available outside the stope of the school as well as foe making referrals
to the various'agencies within the community.

SF
*.` ,

P9rsonnet,

The total instructional program of limited-En lish-spedking students should
be 6WTNWred by. instructional persoiWW-Zare of how the studentsr-primary
Tinguaget and cultures relate to' their eaTialion."-Tnstruargielliersonnel
involved dirTecIWTTthihTTiinguaireauairgirar these students shpuld be,
whenever possible, native or at least ffuent speakers of the primary lan-
guage.

.
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3. .
Piacement la Special Education Progrems,

,,

.,...
_411prIA!AphtfillY. r rd tail. sf 2.1:471-67fireesentially measur MP-

At no time should lish-lpeakir9 students be pieced in no rams

I' n 1 s le ua at s s. Stu ents should 6mmillilma In Special tducation

' on y a ter cu turilTiiinblased testing in the primary languaw..;
..4.-

f

Use of. Studoni's Primary Language,

Aotudoni's primary language is his bait medium of instruction. If he is

tillight In his primary language, he can concentrate on what he is to learn
mire not On the linguistic means wh.ereby he is to learn it. Therefore, the

primary languege ,should be used to the extent neces ar and/or ssib e,

dijpg either 'Elks:room jar supoll emintary instruT1& n
USW hal ths Encal Ish skillp _mad's' .to. tuna.* ursissially at ilia souk

- ThIslmeans using Spanisk, for example, as a medium of classroom Instruc-
tion in a billOgual program, where the number of Spanish-speaking students
warrant such a program. Where the nUmber of students does not warrant it,
Spanish should be used on a more individualized basis as a Medium of
supplementarvinstructlon in those.subjects in which it is needed. Supp3e-

mentary instruction consists of explaining. academic subjects in the sue
dent's primary language. It relies on.help sessions and small group

instructiod. .1/ acts as a support system for the limited-English-speaking
student, compensating for the communication difficulties he has in a '

basically English-speaking classroom. These practices will' ensure limited-

:

English-speake s equal access to quality education and allow them to keep
up with.their: tudies at their grade level

.

1

, 5. Choice of Bil?Figual or English as a Second'Language instructton

A district should choose between instructional programs focusing on. English
language skills only or hilingual-bitultut7al progi-ams on the basis of thefl

number of identified limited-English-speaking students (their primary lan-

guage, language proficient), levels, and educational needs). If a,district

has twenty or more students of the same Orimary language with no English
ability 'or little'English abi)ity (i.e., in the monolingual other language .,

or the predominantly other language, some.fnelWAptegarbisk see page
for explauetion.40 thwir"Ltittegottts)V4I'aiproicimately the same grade lover,-

,..e.billhilual-bicuiturai program should be selected. In districts wherethere
are less than tWinty such students or where there are twenty students who
speak different primary languages, English as a Second Language instruction,
eithr as a formal class or as support activities supplenented with as muck N.

',use of tHb primary languages as necessary and/or possible should be initi-)

ated. For further-elaboration of this criteria, see the Lau Remedies,
*----,Sectiortiii, SOucation Program Selection, reprinted on pairt5 o( this docu-

ment.

.1

/

6. Use of Student's Primary Culture

Elements of the tudent's primary cultural Plerita e should be incorporated
1srto.thsTstructIona1 proiram, either as a Formal cliii-TuErect In bilfn -
iiiiIT programs or as supp ementary studies and activities where the number
of students does not warrant bilinguaOinstruction.

4tOri7P#1,o
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7. Adequate Home Notification

All forms sent the schools, from report cards to notification of school
ial71117m7iTioilliraiWiiiiiTiteTrcir the parents OT iimIted-fng1
'11-7speilgatuT7Eretinto. their primary T

(
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FiRPGRAMS.

, A ,

The Office for Civil Rights Lau Remedies describes e bilingual-bicultural
educational program as "a program which utilizes tbe student's natiVe lan-
guage and cultural factors in instructing, maintaining and further develop-
ing all the necessary skills In the second language and culture. The end
result is a student who can function, totally, in both languages and cultures."
Bilingual-Bicultural EducatiOn is a comprehensive approach to the education
of limited-English-speaking students. The primary goal of all bilingual-
bicultural programs Is to provideequal educational opportunity for thote stu- )
dents whose lack of proficiency in English does not allow them to succeed In
a Monolingual English curriculum. In accom lishing this goal such programs
seek to remove educational handicaps for t non-English-speaking students,
to prepare individuals conversant with twilanguages nd-two cultures, and to
develop in students positive respect for'cultural difference. It provides
more than training In the English skills of listening, speaking, reading 3711,!
writing. In the primary grades, for example, students are taught the cog -
tive subject matter areas, such as mathematics, science and social studies,
first In therr primary language. Primary language skilts appropriate to the .

students' age and grade level are taught as well as English as a Second Lan7
guage.

All bilingual-bicultural programs shire to a greater or lesser degree the
fo1lowl9g elements:

a) The primary language of thi limited-English-speaking Students, as well as
English, is used as a medium of Instruction.

,) A systematic program of invtruction Is offared.Wdevelop.the students.1,-.-
IldriéritcoMmunicifive skilli in their primary language.

c) At the same time, a systematic program of instruction in English as a
Second.Language is offered.

) The historical and 'cultural heritage of the limited-English-ipeaking stuT
...dents is taught. ;

) The non-EnglIsfi dominant community and parents are involved in the planning,
advising and evaluation of the t3tal program.

. Bilingual prograMs.dIffer in the extent io which the primary language rs taught
as a subject and Is used as a medium for academic rnstruction.

4NITAPAWg',1717.711',7;PF
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1. Trahsitionfl BilinguallIcultural instruction

Educationtl programs that fall into this category utilize the students'

home- languegit In the primary grades so that they can get used to school

sind/or learn subject Matter. When they I;eve.attained a'sufficient command .

4e of English,, they are expected to receive all further instruction In English.

Fluency and.literacy In the mother tongue.are.not maintained or developed.

It is a program whose purpose. it to help the studints make the transition

Into English. 411r,

fransitional bilingual-bicultural programs are esientially compensalory,

intended to bring the limited-English-speaking students to a level of

English proficiency at which they can function IR a totally monolingual

finglish curriculum. Oral fluency and literacy in both languages are not

-equally stressed. Rather, the aim is tO'Use skills dive in the .

primary language as a bridge to the acquisition of Engll=ills. Subject

area instruction.begins,totally in the primary langyage. But as thcstu-

dents become more fluent and literate in English, English becomes progres-

sively more and more the medium ofinstruction until, finally, English'

entirely replaces the primary lihguage. When the'students are able to

handle all subjects in English, the transitional bilingual program ceases.

Thusi there* a gradual and thorough _transfer of language skills from the

native languageeto English. This_lasts one, two, or three years ;.. depend-

ing upon ,how long the students need to acquire enough mastery of English

to succeed In a monolingual English curriculum.

TraTitional bilingUal-bicultural instruction would suitable when tho .

identified limited-English-speaking students have little 00r no functional

abilLty. In English

2. Partial pilingual-Bicultural instr,lon

Educational programs that fall into this category seek to help students

achieve fluency and literacy in two languages fnglish and their primary

language. Instruction in the-prLmary language Is usualiLrestricted to

specific areas of...studycgeharaily-theiiiiroTatid-'iriliii-etiiiiii:iiroup and

its cUltural:hirltage. Science and mathematics are the content areas that

arelpluallv,taught in English only.

)

Such an approach fosters in the limited-English-speaking students pride

in their ethnic heritagi. It also enables them to maintain language

skills In their primary language which may be useful for future education,.

and/or employment. English, however, gradually becomes the dominanylin..

guage, and the students biscome integrated completely in the English cur-

riCulum with the one exception of their ethnic_heritage studios.

Partial bilingual-bicultural instruction would ba suitable when the iden-

tified limited-English-speaking students alreadyhave some abilities in

English, abilities which allow them to succeed in the English curriculum

with tho help of a structured ESL program.

Full-Maintenanci Bilingual-Bicultural, instruction

Educational programs that fall Into this catego6, present llosubject areas'
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in-twO languages., tnglish-and the primary languages. Fluency and lttoracy._
are dev4lOped and maintained.in both laniNages. Full maintenance tilingual-

.
biculturaTinstructfrpn is.thi most thorough form Of bilingual-bicUltural
Education. It is mbit likely to produce va student who can function,
totally, In both languaget and culture."

Such a program provides benefits not. only,Apr limited-English-speaking
'students but for monolingual Engllsh-speaking itudents as wail-. Full

maintenance biliniNal-bicultural instruotion offers English-speaking stu.-
dents tho opportunity to experience first hand the meaning and benefits of
cultural pluralism. both English-speaking and limited-English-speaking
students can be enrolled together: academic subjects and language develop-
ment are taught In both languages. 'Where such programs have been initiated,
the 'educational, langUage, and cultural benefits for both groups have been
significant. A pr inent exeMple is the Coral Way.School An Dade County,
Florida.' This fl t bilingual-bicultural program to beTiated in

irtwentieth centur America began in 1962.
(

Such a program Is most sultablo in the beginning primary grades. In kinder-
garter and In the first grlide 1anguagb skills ,.7.an be taught most efficiently

to students, a lasting positiVe attitude toward themselves and their educa-
tion can be developed, add a cross-Cultural understanding, respect and
insight can *moat readily formed. A district may choose, however, to
initiate a full maintenance bilingual-bicultural program at any grade level
at which there are sufficient limited-English-speaking and native-English-
speaking students who wish to enroll. Such a program should be presented

. by the astrict to English-speaking students and their parents for the
advantage It Brings; an educational, language, and cultural enrichment
opportunity which will allow.them to better understand themselves and their-.
home culture as well as the language and culture of another.significant
Shnic group in the American- pluralistic society.

le
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f CHAPTER- 6

EN LISN AS A SECOND
LANGUAGE PROGRAMS

The Office for Civil Rights' Lau Remedies defines an Engliih as a Second Lan-
guage (ESL) program as "a structuTa-Tiiiivage acquisition program designed to
teach English to students whose native language is not English."

1. Goals of ESL Instruction

e gederal aim of ESL instruction is to develop in limited-English-
eaking students English language skills equivalent to their English-

peaking peers at the same arade levels. The ESL program is designed to
meet urgent and immedielte needs: needs of surviving in an English speak-
ing school environment. In this context, it attempts to accomplish the
following specific goals:

a) To enable students to acquire English language skills appropriate to
their grade level as rapidly as possible..

b) To orient students to the cultural patterns of American life so they
can participate fully in the classroom, the school, and the community.

c) To develop.studentsvawareness of cultural diversity and to encourage
pride in their own bilingualism and biculturalism.

d) To enable students to make progress in their academic subjects as
nearly comparable as possible to that of English-speaking students
by providing them, wfienever'possible and necessary, with supplementary
materials., instruction, and tutoring In their primary language.

2. Types of ESL ProOrams

Instruction in English as a Second Language can be implemented in different
curriculum settings: as the sole special class for limited-English-speaking
tudents in a monolingual English school, as a series of support activ-
itttei in grade level or subject area classes In schools which do not have
enough,limited-English-speakers to constitute a separate class period for
them, or as a nocessary class component of a bilingual-bicultural program.
These options will be discussed here.

e) ESL as sole special class

In schools Wilers only a tew students speak the same primary language
or where students speak viirlous prImary.languages, classes In ESL
should bit Implemented. TheY should beliefd daily for at least

33 7
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forty-flve minutes. 'This minimum amount Of time,should be expanded

Whin necessary: for example, fortyaltvcmtnuteva day is not suf-
ficient for totally non-English-speaking students.

One example of expanding the Sims given to ESLAnstruction Is High
ihtoosity Language Trainiq (HILT). HILT 'is described in the Lau
Remedial asAa total Immersion program designed to teach students a

tignii5414." Limited-English-spebkIng students spend the entire
school day learning th English skins of listening and 'speaking,
reading and writing. A R4T program recognizes the fact that such
students cannot benefit fr monolingual -English curriculum until
they can function suffrcien li in English to understand the instruC-
tion. Until they camicompete:On an equal_basis with the English-
speaking students (that is, untti'their coMmand of Engliih is-such

that 'they have on equal chance to succeed in a monolingual English
curriculum). they remain in a HILT' program.

A HILT Program uses the same Instructional materials and techniques
as ESL, but totallyssurrounds the students in an English speaking
environment for the entire school day. Depending on the ssessed
needs and nature of the limited-English-speaking Student.population,
a district may choose to initiate a HILT program during the school

year or during the summer months. The length of any HILT program
depends on the time needed to bring the students.up VD the grade
levell competence In English equivalent to their English-speaking

peers. Although a HILT program; as mentioned above, spans the total
school day, a school district might determine that a modified HILT
program could serve the needs of the students.. In such a case, stu-
dents would receive intensified English training for at least half
of the school day.

bY ESL as support activities in grade level or subject area classes

In schools with too few limited-English-speaking students to imple-
ment a formal ESL class, an ESL specialist, a classroom teacher,'or,
other auxiliary school personnel should provide English support
instruction. Such support instruction should be directly related to
the content areas the students are studying. Muriel Saville-Trolke's
Foundations for Teaching En lish as a Second Languave, especially
pages 7d--/9 lig B2-128, speTfiesuerous approaches and methods.
Districts will have to ensure that their teachers knowand use methods
of adapting subject matter material for limited-English-speaking stu-
dents. Districts which find themselves in this situation should.see
that their tepchers receive appropriate inservice training.

c) ESL as an integral part.of bilingual-bicultural instruction

The study and practice of English skills Is an essential component of
any bilingual-btcultural instructional program. The acquisition and
development of English speaking, reading and writing sktlis is essen-
tial If the students are to become truly kilingualsv able to function
in twp languages,

31
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ANNOTATE6 BIBLIOGRAPHY FOR PART TWO

BILINGUAL EDUCATiON: GENERAL .

Andersson, T. and M. Boyer. BilingUal '$çhooilnQ In the United States.
(2 volt.) Austin, Tex.: Southwest Educat one Deve1opeilWrt;6777570.

Excallent and readable historiCal overview of societal and cultural
factors that have influenced bilingual schooling'In the U.S. A major
focus'of these volumes is an explanation of the Bilingdal/Bicultural
EdOtation Act of 1968 and proposed guidelines. TheOmuthors have also
provided a general overview of earlier bilingual programs across the
U.S.

Benitez, M. lingual Education: the What, the How and the How
Hispania 54:499-503 (Sept. 1971).

Introductory article on the components of a bilingual/bicultural pro-
gram and organizational procedures for such. Discusses information on
teaching Spanish and English skill's, and offers insights on the develop-
ment of a cultural component In the curriculum.

Bilingual Education Act: Hearing Before the General.Subcommlitee On Edu-
,

cotton of the Committee on E ucation and Labor House-of RepresentiTlyes,
galF6172-tongress. Wihington, 677:---agiernment fTinting Wks, 1974,

Three bilis concerning education of the limited English speaking child,
teacher training for bilingual education programs, qualifications for -

schools receiving federal aid for bilingual education, and expansion of
programs of bilingual education.

Bill gual Educetion: An Unmet, Need. Washington, D.C.: General Accounting
0ffi, l976!.'

An ii'Sessment of how bilingual education was or wis not carried out
under the 1968 Bilingual Education Act. Current needs are outlined and
possible guidlines discussed.

Center for Applied Linguistics. Guidelines for the P'reparation and Certi-
fication' of Teachers of Bilingual/BicultUral Education. Arlington, Va.:
FeWWF-Tor Applied Linguisacs, '1974.

This brief statement is intended to assist teacher certification
agencies and educational institutions in the establishment of certi-
fication standards for bilingual/bicultural education teachers, as
well as the design and evaluation of bilingual/bicultural teacher train-
ing prOgraxs.

.Engle,:PatrIcia Lee. The Use of Vernacular Languages inilducation: -Lan-
gmoledium, in Eary taiGneers for Minority Language:Gro s.
,gual E ucation Ser es,-5T-Wrrriiron, Va.: Center for APP es Linguispics,
1975. ./



Excellent reference on materials4elating to the passible advantages of
initial reading and subject matter in a child's native language before
introducing him to instruction and reading in his second language. Dis-
cussion on major issues and recommendations of two basic language learn-
ing approaches: the Direc,t Method and the Native Language Approach.
Detailed description of four studies relating to teaching initiai read-
ing and subject matter in a child's first language. 4',

Fishman, Joshua A. Bilingual Edutation. Rowley, Mass.: Newbury Hotrsv,44$
1976.

Presemts an international perspective on bilingUal.education from the
standpoint of educational ak.well as sociological needs. Of practical
interest to teachers are thumbtiail sketches of ten bilingual schools
outside of the United States.

Fishman, Joshua A. "The Politics of Bilingual Education." In James E.
Alatis (ed.), Bilingualism and Lan ua e Contact: AnthropologLcal, Linguis-
tic, and Sociological Aspects., Georgetown Univ. Monograph Series on. Lan-
guage and Linguistics, 23) Wgshington, D.C.: Georgetudn Universlty, 1970.

Discusses the possible 'role of language scholars and 1 age teachers
in influencing bilingual education legislation. Sugge some techni-
ques and approaches suited to the initial organizational stage of a
bilingual educatiOn lqbby, and highlights pertinent political issues
that reconceptualize What America is and what it should do.

Geffert, Hannah, Robert Harper, Salvador Sarmiento and Daniel M. Schender.
The Current Status of U.S. Bilingual Educiption Legislation (Bilingual Edu-
cation Series, 4.) Arlington, Va.: Center for Applied Linguistics, 1975h

This is a historical overview and explanation of legislation that has
influenced America's "language traditiov4" It cites specific legisla-
tion at the state add federal level in effect as of Spring 1975, and
mentions, as well, court decisions, such as the Lath vs. Nichols
decision.

Pena, Albar. "Bilingual Education: The What, the Why and the How?"
NABE 1.1: 27-34 (1970.

Gives a brief explanation of the Bilingual Education Act of 1968 and
the 1974 amendments, explains the needs for bilingual education in the
U.S., and comments on the role that must be played by parents, teachiers,
school administrators and the general public.

Saville, Muriel and Rudolph C. Troike. A Handbook of Bilinguil Education.
Washingron, D.C.: TESOL, 1971.

Addressed to teachers and administrators, this handbook is,a ctical
guide for'those working in bilingual programs. The,authors review the
histpry of and fundamental considerations in,bilingpal education, and
coritider,the linguistic, psychological, soctiOcultu61, and pedagogical
problems involved. Each section contains an excellent bibliography.
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Trueba, Ent\re T. "Bilingual)Bicultdral iducation: An.Overview."rh
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L. )1. Rubin od.), Handbook on Curriculum. Boston: Allyn & Bacon, 197ip'
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Act
14A/01 d in bilingual education, such as: what are therc iteria *sad
beidentify chi)dren eligible for bilingual education?;/ind'does bi-
lingupl sldueSsJon.respond to the exwoctations of ethnic groups/

ent historical overview' of bilingual schooling 1
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INTitODUCTION

Introduction

To initiate educttional programs throughout Nevpda tlat wilt fulfill the goals
Of the State Boatd of Education Position Paper'bn Bilingual-Bicultural Educa-
tion apd that will comply with federal laws, court decisions, and agency
guidelines, the Nevada Department of Education recommends that school districts
accomplish the following tasks. Accomplishiwthese tasks will ensure that all
of Nevada's limited-English-speaking studenfi will have equal access to quality
education.

a) Identification of all limited-English-spoaking'students by primary lan-
guages and by language'proficiency levels and the assessment of their
educational needs.

b) Assessment of the school district's capabilities in curricglum, programs
and personnel, both available and attainable, to meet the educational
needs of its limited-English-speaking students.

c) Parental and community involvement in all phases of program planning and
implementation.

4

) Selection and implementation of inttructional prOgrams for limited-English-
speaking students.

e) Proi ds and produce evaluations of instructional programs for limite-
Engli h-speaking students.

In the chapters that follow each Of these tasks will be discussed In some
detail. .



CHAPTER 7
IDENTIFICATION AND NEEDS

ASSESSMENT

The initial step in planning instructional programs for limited-English-
speaking students is the identification of all-such students in the district
and the determination of their particular educational needs.

1. Student Intake Form

To identify all limited-English-speeking students, iach school district
should have on its student'intake forms an item that would,indicate a
student's primary language if it is other than English. The student's
primary language, if it is other than English, can often be determined
at the timi of the initial school interview.

Also, there should be on the form an item to indicate the student's level
of language proficiency in both the primary language and in English.
Five suggested language proficiency levels are listed and defined below,
as they appear in the Lau Remedies.

Monolingual othef language (b)

"Monolingual speaker of the language other
than English: speaks the language other
than English exclusively."

Predominant other language, some English (OE)

"Predominantly spooks the language other
than.English: speaks mostly the language
other than English, but speaks WM English."

Bilingual (0E)

"Bilingual: speaks both the language other
than English and English with equal ease."

Predominant English, some other language (OE)

r, ',Predominantly spook glish: speaks mostly
English, but atiiiiiof he language other than
English."

Monolingual English (E)

",Monolingual speaker of English: speaks
English exclusively."

, "04
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2. Dettrmining.I.AnguagikProfIciency Levels.

Placing a student In one of the foregoing language propciency categories
'cannot always be accompliabed t the initial tntake interview. The assess-
ment of,O'and E students will usually require only brief questioning, but
for those students who fall somewhere between "monolingual other language"
and "monolingual English" more extensive means of valuation may have to
be used: individual teacher judgment, home and school'Aanguage preference
questionnaires, and lInguage.dominance tests. Determining as exactly as
possible the language proficiency level of each student will serve as a
sound basis for selecting the most effective and appropriate instructional
programs.

a) Classroom Teacher Judgment

A teacher's knowledge of the student's primary language and the
teacher's sensitivity and judgment at times may be adequate to assess,
a 'student's language proficiency level. But since this kind of assess-
ment is a subjestive one, the Department of Education suggests that it
be followed by the use of one or more of the objective measuring
instruments explained below: home and school questionnaires or lan-
guage dominance tests,

b) Home, School, and Student Language Preference Questionnaires

Nome, schoOl, and student language preference questionnaires are
devised to help determine which of the two languages, English or the
primary language,Ithe student uses more frequently. DeterMining from
parents, teachers, and lrom the student himself which language he
prefer, to use will aid in placing the student more exactly in the
appropriate language proficiency category.

Examples of a home language and school.tanguage preference question
naires prepared by the Federally funded CACTI Lau Center In Albuquerque,
New. Mexil4o, are offered by way of suggestion. School districts should
adapt them to their own needs, translating the home questionnaire
into the appropriate languages and making additions and deletions as
advisable.

In addition to these brief forms, the Federally funded BABEL/LAU Center
in Berkeley, California, has developed a longer, more detailed form,
Home Language Questionnaire in English, Spanish, Philipino and Chinese.
Copies can be obtained-from the center°at nq cost and can be reproduced
for use by a district or school.

4 5
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}10Kq LANGUAiE RREFgliNCE, QUEST IONNA I RE

NONE LANGUAGE PREFERENCE

NAME DATE

Because we feel you aro the best source for supplying the required information, we ask
your cooperation in filling out this questionnaire. Please check one regions*, !Er_ each
question.

Ya que le consideramos a usted I. persona mis capacitada pare der la siguiente informa-
cidh, I. pidimos su cooperacidn en lienar este cuestionerio. Por favor di una respuesta
pare cads preiguntl.

Person completing questionnaire Father-padre

Perlsona quo respond* al cuestionarlo Mother-m*11dr.

Guardlan-guerd146

,Drother-hermeno

S I s ter-hermana

.

Children-niXos

Neme-nombre

Escueia que
asiste

School
attending

---1

i A4O
,

i Grade

I

I

.

Primer idiom
que aprendlor
el niNO

Firs langu-
ago earned
by c ird

idioms quo habia
el niXO mas fre-
cuohtemente en
casa :

Language used
most often at
home by child

Idiom que use
el nitio pare

comunicerse con
otros niKos

Language child
uses most often
with other child-.
ren

1

f

. I
.

i
I

.

,

C .

p

.
p.
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I. What language do you consider your home language?

4Qui consider, qua see el idioms de su hogart

2. It4hat language does the mother prefer to use t
home?,

Lila Idiom preflere ii madrs user en case?

3. What language -does the father prefer. to use at
hoes?

Lor Idioms preflere el padre user en case?

4. What language do you prefer to use when 'speaking
to other family withers?

r '

joa Idioms prefiereusted 'User cuaftelo habla con
otros miembros de I. famOia?

5. When other foully members speak to you In English,
In what langOoge do you prefer to answer?

tuando *trot; m9embros de la familia la hablan a
usted an Ingles, Len quo Idioms preflere
responder?,

When other femly- members speak to you in home
-language, in wkft language do you prefer to
answer?

Cuando otros miembros de la familia le hablan a
usted en el idioms del how, Len out Idioms
prof lere responder?

7. What languige do you prefer other family members
use when speaking to you?

LQuir Idioms prefiere qua usen otros mlembros de
la famIlle'cuando hablen con usted?

Home Language Ingl I sh

I d oms do hogs r ngls

MM01,..

..*.
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. SCHOOL LANGUAGE PRit....3k4t4ST (*MA I RE

Student,Hame
Teacher

sotoqk voivisit PRIFpumq
Teaaer` Observation

Date

grade
School

In responding to the following questions, you are asked to give your honest opinion.
Please try to answer dgery question. Check one response for each numbered question.

Home Lenguage ilnglish

I. In class the student prefers to speak

2. When spoken to in English he'respon s in-

3. When spoken to In his home language he responds In

4. Whet language do his close friends spmek most frequently?

5. What language does he speik to his friends most frequently?

6. His vocabulary Is greater An

?.7.

II ...

Check ono response for each question Partial Total Mr...t

I. To what extent does a child exhibit comprehension when asked
a question

In English
In home language

2. In conversation and discussion to what extent does child
use

English
home language

3. How often does the child us; home
language when he cannot express
ideas In English?

4. lbw often does-the_ child use English
when he cannot express ideas in his
home language?

... .
IIMIMIII

Almost Almost
Always lways Somepmes Never Never

.. IIINIMIRMINIM

5. How often does the child insert English
words or slang when speaking In home
language?

6. How often does the child inserf home
language words or slang when speaking
in English?

w

In your opinion and based on your daily observations of Is child, which of the
following characteristics is most indicative of his language function?

Speaks only
home language

Speaks mostly Speak* bo'th iangu- Speaks mostly Speaks only
home language ages-equally English English

'1



STUDENT LANGUAGE PRIFERENCE QUESTIONNAIRE

Nem

School

44., . MOW LAMAS( PREFERENCE

Date

Grade

In responding to the following questions
Pleaseenswer every question. Check one

I. Whet was your flrst acquire anguage?

2. In class you prefer to speak

3. When spbken to In your home language you
respond in

.5. What language do your friends spook most
frequently?

6. What language.do you ipeek to your friends
most frequently?

7. How often do you Insert English
words or slang when speaking In
home language?

8. How often do you Insert home
languaga words or slang when
speaking in English?

9. Now often do you use Engilsh to
express ideas?

10. How often .do iou use home language
to express ideas?

I . In your opinion, do you

Speak Only Speak Mostly
Home Language '9 Home Language.

you are asked to give your
response for each numbered

honest Opinion.
question.

Almost , Almott

Alweys Always, 192102n Never Never

Speak Both
Equally

Speak Mostly
English

10.1MMIYi

Speak Only
EnglIsh

I



c) Language pominanc, Tests

Language dominanc tests are devised to measure objectively a student's
proficiency or functioning level in a part1904e language. A number of
commercially prepared tests, most measuring only English proficiency,
some measuring English and another language, have been developed In
recent years. Both Clark and Washoe Counties have developed tests of
English proficiency for the purpose of placing limited-English-

k speaking students in their respective ESL programs.

The Center for Applied Linguistics has issued an annotated biblio-
__.---grSphy of such tests. This Is reproduced.in Appendix C.

Educational Needs Assessment

Determining their language proficiency In English and the primary language
Is the first step toward obtaining a realistic view of the yducational
needs of Itmlted-English-speaking students. The second step.,consists of
obtaining and evaluating, when available, previous academicecords and
testing results. Further, interviews with parents will be most useful in
determining the nature of their children's present abilities end needs.

44 Program Coordinator

I.

Depending on the sire and student population of a district, a teacher
counselor, or administrator, on a full or part-time basis, could be given
the responsibility of conducting and/or coordinating the activities in-
volved in student identification and needs assessment.

The prog*am coordinator should have the following qualifications:

a) Fluency in another language, preferably one spoken by a number of the
district's limited-English-speaking studentser7

b) Sensitivity to the special needs of studonts whose primary language
is not the language used in the school.

c) Experience in teaching a foreign language, ESL or, bilingual education
and some knowledge of applied linguistics. .

The program coordinator should take on the following duties and responsi-
bilities:

a) Review of student intake forms.

b) Determination of language proficiency levels.

c) Assessment of the educational needs of the limited-English-speaking
students and recomMendation of instructional programs for them.

d) Assessment of the school districts' available and attainable resources
in the areas of staffing, materials and curriculum offerings which
could be used to meet the language, educational and cultural needs of
all limited-English-speaking students.
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) Contact with parents of limited-English-speaking students to *inure
their Input in planning and implomenting programs.

(I



APTER 8
ASSESSM T OF SCHOOL
DISTRICT* CAPABILITIES

"

1. Staff, Materials, and Curriculum Assessment \\

Once a school district has determined the number, language proficiency
levels, and educational needs of its limited-English-speaking students,
it should assess its own resources, both present and attainable, in the
areas of staff, materials, and.culriculum offerings which could be used
to meet the language, educational, and cultural needs of these students.

Providing such-students with squall access to quality education is not
only avnattor of initiating isolated programs.' A district should examine 1

ways in which its total curriculum can be made meaningful to students

whose primary languages are not gnglish. Specifically, this means that
the ofel educational program sh4uld be assessed, that teaching methods
and styles should be examined, a0d that qualities of instructional per-
sonner-Which woutd aid in educating students from other fanguage and cul-
tural backgrounds should be determined.

Too often schooli in America havenot been aware of nor adopted to the
specific needs, Learning stylist and.cultural patterns of students who are
not members of the,olddle class mainstream. Students who-do-n9t bring
to school the expected English proficiency or cultural values have often
been considered "deprived" or "disadvantaged.." in thit view the other
languiges'and cultures which the students do bring to school, are not
considered significant or relevant to theUr.education. In fact, they

are considered hindrances. The School, however, should realize that the
lainguages nd Cultures its non-English-speaking students bring with them-
are In'fact positive factors 'on which it con build. By reexamining
clissroom,Mothods and giving new insights to its instructional personnel,
the school can provide positive 1rd meaningful education for its limited-
English-speaking Student*.

2. QualifiCations of Instructional Personnel

in assessing its capabilities to meet the language, educational, and
cultural needs of its identified limited-English-spedkinp students, a
school district should be aware of a number of qualitkes desirable in
instructional personnel (teachers, professionals, teacher aides, parents,
community unteers, youth tutors, etc.). The qualifications, listed
below and ad pted from the Center for Applied Linguistics "Guidelines
for th r oration and:Certification of Teachers of Bilingual-Bicultural
Education," will be applicable in differing degrees to the various types
of personnel and to the various kinds, of instructional' programs in which
they ricipate.

'49
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a) A thorough knowledge of the theory and practice of English s a

. Second Language and/or Dilingual-Olcultural Education.

b) A genuine concern for the education of students from different linguis-
tic and cultural backgrounds.

c) Awareness of the various Cultu es reflected in the languages of the
limited-English-speaking st ts.

d) A thorough knowledge of at least one language of the limited-English-
speaking students, Including adequate control of pronunciation,
grammar,.vocabulary, and the nonverbal aspects appropriate to the
communication context.

e) An understanding/of the basic concepts regarding the nature of language;
the nature of bi ingualism and the process of becoming bilin9ual:
the structUral qifferenc.s between students' primary language ond
English, yecogn zing areas of potential interference and positiye
transfer;'and t eories of first and second langUage acquisition:.

The ability to develop awareness in the learner of the values of cul-
tural divers! y; to assist students to interact successfully In a
.cross-cultural setting; to aisist students to niaintain And extendAden7
tification with the pride in their mother culture; to know the effect
of different cultures on students' learn.lng styles (cognitiVe and \
affective) and on their general level ofAeveloOment and soCializa-k
tion.

g) The ability to aisist students to maintain and extend command' of the;
primary language and English; and to pursue various teaching tech-

niques chosen accotkHng to the needs of the students.and demands of the
subject matter.

'h) The ability to facilitate contacts and Interaction between the stu-
dent's home and the school.

Preservice and inservice Training.for instructional Personnel.

All instructional personnel dealing with limited-English-speaking stu-
dents should striye to possess the qualifications listed above. To ensure
this, a district should make use of all preservice'and inservice training
activities available to it. The following suggested activities could well
serve as the beginning of ongoing training forsuch Instructional personnel

a) seif-instructional Course in Teaching English as a Second Language

Instructional personnel can receive a basic orientation fo-E4 teach-
ing by studying individually or In groups the five-unit texts,'Iwork-
books, and tapes of this programmed-learning course. The course
introduces teachers to,ESL-teaching methodology, to English oral com-
munication skills; to the Englith sound 'system and the methodology of
teaching it to non-native English speakers; and toTthe cultural con-
text of langOlge. Since it ILa programmed, self-instructional course,
it can be taken without prior training in ESL. The Nevada Department

50
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of Education offers one unit of recertification credit for taking
this course. Refer to Appendix D beginning on page 103 for an
evaluation of the course and for specific suggestions on how to
adapt it for teacher training.

b) Three Professional Books

These following books, in conjunction with the Self-Instructional
Course in Teaching English as a Second Languale71-411 give teachers a
garuigerstanding of theory anTimactice of ESL, Bilingual-Biculturat
Education and Multi-cultural Education, They could also easily serve
as the basis of a district-initiated inservice course for interested
teachers.

United States Commission on Civil Rights. A Better Chance to Learn:
mom..

Bilingual-Bicultural Education. Washington, D.C.: United States
Commission on Civil Rights Clearinghouse Publication No. 51, 1975.

This is a good introduction to the whole area of educating the
limited-English-speaker- It has an excellent 15-page historical
survey of American schools and the limited-English-speaking stu-
dent, a comparison between ESL and B6lingual-Bicultural Education,
program structures of Bilingual-Bicultural Education, and a
section on Federal and state laws. This was published in May 1975
before the Lau Remedies.

'inocchiaro, Mary. English as a Second Language: From Theory to
Practice. New York: Regents-7W.

...-

Newly revised practical guide to currfculum planning, lesson plan-
ning, adaptation of materials and language testing. Discusses
spkific techniques for teaching pronunciatiom, grammar, readinge
and writing. Appendix contains useful definitions, an extensive
bibliography.

Saville-Trolke, Muriel. Foundations for Teaching. English as a Second
Language. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Nall, 197 7

A new discussion of the linguistict psychological and cultural
asPects of teaching English as a sicond language'. Of special use
to the teacher with no special training in ESL are chapters on
survival skills for teachers and students, the nqle of ESL in bi-
lingual education, strategies'foar instrUction, and preparation
for teaching. This new book stresses how intruction in English
should relate to the academic.subject areas.

c) Federally Funded Assistance Program&

the 'WOO government.is currently funding two types of assistance
programs to aid school districts in staff training and prdgram develop-
ment for limited-English-speaking students. Under bOth the Bilingual
Educatloh Act of1974 and Title IV of the 1962 Civil Rights Act, the
federal government has established General Assistance Centers. Three
General Assistance Centers currently have responsibilities in Nevada.
Under Tit10 IV of the 1962 CivP Rights Act:41) CACTI (Cujtural
Awareness Center Trilingual instlike), located at the University of

1
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New Mexicd In-Alburquorque, New'Mexico: has responsibilities in the

ntir State: Under the Bilingual Education Act of 1974, (2) BABEL
(Bey ArealWingual.E4OcaflantLeague), located at 2168 Shattuck Avenue

4Itp in.lorkoley,!Californica, serVes northern Nevada, and (3) the ins;itute
for Cultural,Plurallem, located at San Diefbitate University.in'San
Diego, Fali.fornla, serves southern Nevada: Districts may Contact
the appropriate center or centers to receive assistance In staff
training as well as In progtam planning.:

' k, Funding:for instructional Pro

-inherent in a school district% obligation of takInsj "appl'opriate action
!ID Overcome languetie barriers,that Impede equal participation by Its stu-
dents" (Equal Educational OpportielitY Act of 1974) is the obligation of .

financing approOlate programs. It should be remembered that State monies -

re allOated to school distr,cts on the basis of the ngthber ot\studehts.
Thus, a Ilistrict Is given the same amount for the educatioti of a limited- -
English-speaking student as for a native-fnglish-speaking student'. .

r

Nevertheless, there pre a number of,federal sources which'school disOcts
can useto obtain funding for instructional programs fonts limitecIL
English-speaking'students. In The Condition of Bilingual Education,in the'
Nation,,mentiOned in Chaptel Three, toUrteen federal programs concerned
with meeting in.yarious ways the.specfal educational needs of limOted
Englisiv;speakers are discussed. Some of these programs, such as-Title VII
of ESEA (Elementary and Secondary Education Act) end ESAA (Emergency School
Aid Act)-hare specific legislative requirements to sup0Ort bittringual educe-,

tion. Other programs, skich.aS Title I or'ESEA: plough/not disigned specif-
ically to provide,bilingual instruction, may to so as necessary to accom-
plish their own dbjectives.: A 1jt of those curOent federal programs'of
moseinterest to local school dIsthicts

e.) Bilingual EduCation Act, ESEA Title Vil

.The act authorizes the flnancral assistance for the following activities:

4 twik,

. discretionary grants to local educational.agencies or to institutions
of highereducation: (including junior...6r community colleges) applytng
jointly with one or more localieducatlonalsgencies for the develop-
ment and.demonstration of bilingual eduCation programs.

. grants or contralfs -to carry ouCtraining activities by a) institu-
. tions,of higher adycation- (1Ws)lohl,ch apply, after consultation
with; or jointly with one or more local edUcatiorial agencies; b)
local educational agencies; and c).Steite echicationaragencies (SEA's).

the establishment, publicatimon; and dIstributIjiby the Commisiloner
of suggested models of bilingual' education vfl,thepect to pupil-
teaWtr, ratios, teacher qualifications, and other factors,affecting
the quality orinstruction offerld in such programs.

fell&ships for study in the field of traintrig teachers for bilin-
gual education.
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deyelopmenteof,Materials, curriculums, and,other ste0s leading to
the development of bilingual education programs.

. reform,-tnnovation, and improvement In graduate education and In
the structisre of-the academic profession.

b) ,Emergency SChoo) Aid Act

Under:Section-7081c) of'Public Law 92-118 ( amended by Public Law
93-3903ESAA Bilingual Grants may be awarded to local education
agencies ln which minority group children ard not receiving an equal
educational opportunity because-of language and cultural differences.
The grants are awarded for the purpose of-developing or implementing
bilingual/bicultural curriculums to improve the reading, writing, and
speaking skills of minority group children from environments in whiCh
English is not the dominant language. The projects are also designed
to enhance mutual interracial and interethnic understanding. To
qualify for a Bilingual Grant a local.educational agency has to be
-Implementing an.eligible desegregation or minority isolation plan and
meet the requirements for a Basic Grant.

c) Vocational Education Act, Bilingual Vocational Training

The Bi.lingual Vocational Training Program authorizes grants and con-
, tracts,for appropriate State agencies, local education agencies, post-

secondary Institutions, and private .nonprofit vocational training
institutions especially created to serve a group whose langufge Is
other than English. The purpose of the Bilingual VocationalATraining
,Program is to provide persons who have left,.or completed elementary or
secondary school, and who are unemployed 4 Underemployed because they
are limited-English.7.speakers, vith training which will enable them to
enter the labor.market.

d) Adult Education Program

The A4Ult Education Act (Public Law 91-230) provfdes Federal Assistance
to wand educational oftportunities and to encourage State-administered
progeams of adult public education that will enable any IndividUals'16
years of age vr older to continue their education to at least fhe level
of completion of secondary school. The Education Amendments of 1974
(Public Law 93-380) amended the Adult Education Act to. provide for
bilingual adult educition pFograms for persons Of
speaking ability.

0) Civil Rights,
. -

Act, Title IV .

Under the.puthority of sections 403, 404 and 405 of Title,IV of the
Civil Rights Act (CM) of 1964,.as amended, financial assistance is
made'avallable to,provide awards for technical assistance, training
institutes, and grants to school boards in connection.with the Aesegre-
gation of public elementary and seconcary schools.

For the purposes of this act the term cfsegregation has a. dual meaning: ;

or
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(1) ThivassignmenX Of Students to public schooli and within
schools without regard to their.racC color, 'religion,
sex, or nationat origin, and

(2) The assignmerit Of studenti to publIc'schools analWithin
such schools in 0 Armor which Will P'rovide_all students
with an.equil opportunity' for effective parpcipation In
education programs.dospite,eny English language deficlen-.
dies resulting from'environments in which the dominant
language Is othee thah English.

ESEA Title I 41,
or

Title I.of the Elementary and SecOndary EducStion Act provides finan-
cial aisistance to local educational agenclecto expand and improve
their educational programs by vaeious Means which contribute perti-
cUlarly to 'meeting tile special educational needs of educationally
disadvantaged children.,, Often Title 1 .funds can be and are used.
for Inglish as a SecondAanguage, bilingual instruction, and bi-
cultural enrichment.acilvities.

g) 'Indian Education Act, Title.IV A

Bilingual education project rants are authorized under'Title IV of
the Indian Education Act foy Indlan.tribes, orgemipitions and State
and local edutation agencies mong. others.
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CHAPTER
¼ 9

PARENTAL AND
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

The success of any educational program requires the-cooperation of five groups:
school board, administrators, 41culty, students, and community/parents: Pro-
grams fo he limited-English-slit:eking are no exception. :

Sof initiating programs geared specifically for its limited-English-
speaking students, a district should seek input from the community and from
the parents of the identified students.

A district-with significant numbers gf limited-English-speaking students should
form a parents' advisory board to focus parental input on all aspects of pro-
gram planning, ImpleMentation, and evaluation. Such involvemeht will help
bridge the gap that so often exists between the limited-English-speaking stu-
dent's home and school experience. It will help the school more adequately
reflect the values and priorities of the entire community and thus mere fully

.meet the total spectrum of its needs. Naturally, if the goals and purposes
of the programs coincide with parental wishes, there is a better chance that .

the programs will succeed.

t

There are a number of actilfities which a school district, through its program
coordinator,or other qualified personnel, can accomplish to ensure parental
and community participation.

a) Providing parents and community with information on the various program
1 choices forklimited-English-speaking students through meetings, newsletters

and notices. .

Translating all such newsletters and notices into the primary languages
of patents of limiled-English-speaking.ttudents.

c) Making home-visitations at the beginning and throughout the school year
to keep channels of communication,Open between schbol and pareqts.

d) Encouraging members of the langua*: minorlty community to visit the school;
to observe and take part in its progranis.

e) Enlisting parental and community Involvement in planning what peograms-a
district should initiate fin- its liMited-English-speaking students. A
district 'Should determine,,for example, wtiether the parents end coginunity

I

desire educational programs which aacel rate the language and cultural
assimilat.ion of their children or which will foster, besides assImilatican,
the maintenance and/or development of t primary language and culture.

/I

N
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SE!.ECTION, AND IMPLEMENTATIQN.

2 6F 110TRUCTIOP4141. PROoRAMS !

After a diatrict has identified the number of limited-English-speaking students,
has assessed both their needs end thedistrict's capabi titles in meeting those
neods,'and has determined the desires and priorlties of the language minority
community for the education of their children, it is ready to' select and imple-,

mont irilstructional programs.

I. Ritylpf 4 planning Tasks ,

,i

At this point in the planning, the following specific tasks should have im5en
accomplished. Completion of these tasks prepares the district to select
and implement programs that are educationally wound and hold promise of

providing quality equal education.

IDENTIFICATION AND NEEDS ASSESSMENT,.

4noint a program coordjnator who will con-
duct or coordinate identificatiorr and needs
assetsment.

,) Determine number of limited-English-speaking
students in the district.

c) Determine their primary languages.

d)- Determine their language prof teiencylevols.-

et) Determine their locations within thetdistrict
and their grade leVela.

0 Assess their edudationakrneeds by check)ng
previous test scores And academic ac,hievement
records.

'ASSESSMENT OF'SCHOOL DISTRICtCAPABILIffES

9) Determine present'staff,capabilities in rela-
ion-tO future program implementation.-

Determine present materials and currerlircur-
riculum In relation to future program imple-
mentation.

i
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I) Deteemine Staff insarvioa training /loads.

.0 Alison possible future capabilities which
the district could acquire in staffing,
materials, and curriculum.

k) Elicit coMmunity awareness and obtain com-
munity support for future instructional
programs to-meot language, educational, and
cultural needs of limited-English-speaking
students.

I) Form a'parents' advisory board to work with'
school district and program.coordinator.

, 2. Selecting Instructional Programs_

Now the district is ready to determine what specific program or programs
should be IMplemented. The kinds of instructional programs for limited-
Englith-spaaking students have already been listed and describedin
Chapters 5 and 6: 1) Transitional Bilingual-Bicultural instruction,-
2) Partial Bilingual-Bicultural Instructi9n, 3) Full-maintenance Bi-
lingual-Bicultural Instil:Atkin, 4) English as a Second.Longuage as a
Formal Class, and $) English as a Second Language SuPport Activities in
grade Level or Subject Area Classes.

In selecting one ormore of those programs, the district should be-aware
of the fediral laws, court decisions and agency guidelines discussed in
Chapter 3 and the criteria common to any instructional-program for
limited-English-speaking students offered by the Nevada Department of
Education in Chapter-4.

3. Imilementing InstruCtional Programs

a) Bilingu
r

al EducationNstructional Models.

'1

'Important considerations for any bilingual program are the apaint of
time ailocated to eitherjanguage es themedium of instruction and the -
mathod of switching from one language to the othlir.

AMOUNT OF TIME ALLOCATED TO 'LANGUAGES

The,following are approximations .of the time used for English'and for
the primary language'for instructional purposes during .a school day.
These approximations apply mainly to programs on the elementary level.

(1) Transitional Bilingual Programs

By definition, a transitional bilingual program is alitly for

limited-English-speaking students and begins with all instruction
in the primary language. English is used only In the English as

a Second Language component. As the students become more profi-
cient in English, subject matter is taught progressively more and
more In English. Finally, when the students have gained a func-
tional profiblency In Engliih, the entire curriculum Is taught in
English, and.the transitional program ceases.



A

(2) Partial Bilingual Program

Partial bilingual programs seek to develop fluenay,in limited-
English-speaking studedtsrin both Englishrand the primary lan-
guage. Such programs offer Social Studies,, Fin. Arts, and Culture
and Folklore relating to the ethnic group In tho primary language.
Spanish languago arts are, of course, taught In Spanish. A mugh
estimaie of the time slient in either language follows:.

AMOUNT OF
'TIME 30%

4

,

r 50%

,

20%

LANGUAGE
A

PRIMARY LANGUAGE
b

-

ENGLISH ,ENGLISH

,.

.

CONTENT
AREAS

,

Language Arts
Reading in Spanish
Social Studies
Fine Arts ,

Cultbre and Folk-
lore ,

2

English as a Second
Language

Social,Studies
.

Fine Arts
Culture and Folk-
lore

Mathematics
Science

.

(3) Full-Maintenance Bilingual erograms

Full-maintenance programs presents to limited-English-speaking stu-
dents education in all areas in two languages. Native English
peakers can'also be enrolled. The division of time for esch lan-
guage given below Is based on a ptogram with both types of students

^r

AMOUNf OF
TIME

.

50% 50%
,

. . , ,

LANGUAGE PRIMARY LANGUAGE. ENGLISH

-

Language Arts
,

Spanish as a Second

,

Language Arts
English as a Second

Language Language
CONTENT Reading in Spanish Reading in English

AREAS Social Studies Social Studies
Culiure and Folklore Culture and Folklore
Fine Arts Fine Arts

Science
Mathematics

.

Science .,

Mathematics
.

,

.7



METHODS OF SWITCHING BETWEEN LANGUAGES

Implementing an instructional model for a bilingual program demands
not only determining the relative amount of time English-and the
primary language are used as the language of instruction, also to be
decided Is the method of switching from one language to another when
instruction In the same subject matter Is to be accomplished In two
languages.

In Transitional Bilingual Programs there Is obviously no switching
back And forth from English to the primary language. The whole

thrust of the program is to have English re lace the primary lan-
guages in the medium of instructionl There ore, the only switching
Is from the primary language to English and this transfer takes place
only to the extent to which the students become able to receive
InStruction In English. hn Partjal-Bilingual programs, content
areas are assigned to a specific languege (for example, math and
science in English and culture and folklore in the primary language).
-There Is, therefore, no switching between languages.

A strategy for moving between languages applies basically to Full-
Maintenance Programs, for in. these the same subject matter is taught
in both languages. :There are .three basic methods: concurrent, preview
review, and alternate.

a) The Concurrent Method

The concurrent method employs ongoing alternate transition of
small segments of instruction. The subject matter Is first
-taught in one language (either the students' primary language
or English) and then translated into the other. The translation
is not usually literal because very often the meaning of an
utterance cannot be conveyed by a word-for-word rendering into

4
another languagei This means that the instructor needs an idio-
matic command of both languages.

3

The use arid effectiveness of thislmodel is dependent on a number
of factors: 1) whether or not the stbdents are all lasilingual,
2) the teacher's expertise in each language, and 3) the kind of
lesson being taught (obviously it would not be suitable for a. '

language or reading.lesson In which skills are being taught in
one language). There art, of course, other factors which would
determine if the concurrent model should be chosen or not,

b) Preview-Review Method,
1

In the preview-review method the lesson is taught to all stu-
dents in detail, either In Engliih or in ihe other language. ,.eut
in addition, each language group (English and, for example,
Spanish) receives a preview and review of the lesson In, its own
native lanRuage. The, main pupoti'of this Method Is to allowart
students to understand the lesson etretc though their'command of
the language beIng,used is not thorough. This model would be
time-consuming if uOrd with all subject matter. It seems most
suited for'social scUdies.

'



4

0 Alternate Methods

Other methods are possible in which each language is designated
as the medium of instruction on a regular basis switching either
on a half-day, doily or weekly schedule. These variations allqw
each language to be used for an equal time as the medium of '941k

instruction. The sole xception to this would be the language
arts and reading lessons in both languages. These would be

_t taught, of course, completely 111 -the respective languages.

1) Half-day Alternation

Usually, English is used ai a medium of .instruction in the
morning. in the.afternoon, the second language (Spanish,
for example) is used. This procedure might shift so that
every other week the second language would be the medium of
instruction in the morning and English in the afternoon.
This is.important for balancing the amount of time spent in
each language. ,

2) Daily Alternation,

The five-da(school week would be divided so that one lan-
guage would be jJe medium of instruction for three days and
the other ljmtiage for ttk, clays. From week to week the
divIsie..f days would be switched. Thus, the secheduie for
a month might be as follows:

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

1 E

4 SL 5 E 6,SL 7 E 8 SL

11 E 12 Si. 13 E

,

14 SL 15 E

18 SL 19, E 20 SL 21 E 22 SL

25 E 26 SL 27 E 28 SL 29 E

3) Weekly Alternation

English Is used as the medium of instruction for one week
,and the second language for the next. The schedule.for a
month would be as,follows:

61
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Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday ,

1 E

4 SL

11 E

18 SL

25 E

\5 SL 6 SL 7 SL 8SL

11 E 13 E 14 E 15 E.

1951 20 SL '21 SL 22 SL

-26 E 27 E 28 E k9 E

MODELS FOR BILINGUAL:EDUCATION

The U. S. 'Office of Education has IJOJentified four bilingual projects .

that could serve as models for schdol districts considering imple-

menting bilingual instructton. In-order to be considered as models,

the projects were required to include instructidn in Epglish language
skills for.thildren limited in those skills, instruction in the customs
and dulturel history of the child's home culture, and instruction in

the child's home language to the extent 46cessary to .allowihim to

progress effectively through school. In terms ofeeffectiviness, proj-

ect participants had to show statistically and educationally sign!fl-

cant gains in English language skills, as well as in subjects taught

in the home 1,anguage. The project had to have clearly definable and
describable instructional and management components.

The bilingual project models.approved as appropriate for national

dissemination were: ft

a) Bilingual Education Program
Alice Independence School District
Alice, Texas

Spanish - In 1973-74 the projlct served 528 children
in grades K-4 in four schools.

b Aprendamos en Dos idlomas
Title,Vil Bilingual Project
Corpus Christi, Texat

Spenish - In 1973-74 the project served 519 children
in grades K-3 In thrge schools.

c) Bilingual Education Program
Houston Independent,School Distritt
Houston, Texas

Spanish In 1973-74 the project served 1,556 children
in grades K-I2 in 8 elementary schools, one junior
high, and one high school. (Validation of the program .

. was for grades K-4 only.)

62
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# 'd) St. John Valley Bilingual Education Programs

Maine School Administrative District /33
Madawaska, Maint

French - In 1973_74 tho project served 768 children
in grades'4(-4 among the three school districts that
cooperate in the project.

Thorough descriptions of the projects have been distributed through
the Title VII Resource Centers in order to provide eduCators with
models and ideas for implementing similar practices ih bilingual ,

education. -School distrLcts in northern Nevada Should contact BABEL,
2168 Shattuck Avenue, Berkeley, California. Districts in the south
should contact the Institute foi- Cultural Pluralism, San Diego State
University, San Diego, California. The project descriptions include
information on the context in which the projects haVe been developed
and have operated, and the educational needs of those district's
children, which the projects havelpelped to meet. The project
descriptions serve as a source orwideas for project planners, teachers,
administrators, school boards, and PTA's. These descriptions have been
incdrporated into Project Information Packages for each of the four
projects, providing educators with complete information and guidance
toward rapid development of nearly identical projects in school
districts elsewhere. Plans were made by the Office dof Education

' to field-test the Bilingual Project information Packages ineschools
in 1977-78.

2. English as a Second Language instructional Models

a) ESL and Primary Languages. and Cultures

An ESL class can focus solely on American English and.American
cultures discouraging the use of the students' primary language
ancljgnoring their culture. But this is 0 narrow approaCh. It

ma% the school appeaib at best'illdifferent, ancl, at worse hos,-
tile, to the student, his parentt, hk home, and_his ethnic Com-
munity. Also, it:cen lessen orAotally 40troy.the students !
desire to learn:Engljsh. English language: 4c4u)sition Is related
to the student's effective responses'to English: speekert, and

these respOnses are in part:tormed'by the attitudes of English'

speolieri;towardhe student4prIlmary fosnguage and ctitture. Fur-

thit, it can alienate the timiled-EngtiSh-sPeakii.ig student from
the school which has ignored his lanAgeAind culture, contribut-
ing to his academic failure and eventue1:41roppIng.Out of school.

-

On the. other hand, the school con make positive llowances for
the student's primary language:and culture. It can do this by

using the cognitive and affective elements of the primary lan-
guage and culture, by using Anstruct,lonal personnel who share

63 6 6
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the student's language and culturs,.and by using tests, materials ---
And language tutoring in the priWyjanguage to aid the student,
when needed, in hit academic subject reatN. .Such an approach
makes use of bilingual and bicultural lements to.strengthen and
reinforce the student's English language -InstructiOn. Specifically,
it employs the student's primary language as.a.medium of inetruc-

vr

tion or tutoring to atd hIM in subjects. taught In the English
language. This.approach to English language:Instruction, then,
will require some bilingual staff and pme Instructionalmaterials
In the student's primary language.

b) ESL and Communication and Academic Needs--

Regardless of whetheir:a district, based on the number of students,
has initiated formal'ESI, classei Or support English language acti-
vitjet,:ail English InstTuction should focus on the: immediate needs
ofthe students. Theta keedvare two-fold: to communicate and to
sUCC04,0 academically inAs'MOntiiingual Englishlichool. Instruction
in English, then, 00010.00phasize the Specific skills needed to
function4uccessfutirok-the.stmOents' grade leyels. It should
be evident that these communicatiVe endracademic needs vary at
different grade fevitsMurtel7Saville-Trolke In Chapter six of.
her FOundatibns for:Teach-tog Enolish evil Second kenguage empha-
sixes thIsille7Undi:of English skirrs niareTIn the elemrtary
differ from thibike neededin tha high school Years. IE high
sehool)!for aXampli,,the'formaEnglish used in textbabks and
lectures on Subject:Matter should be stressed: In the elehentaty
.yearS, and especkally.in-tNe eatly eleMiantary years, instruction

cOnversati6nsi EngliShja,ofhigher"priority.

'ISOnstruction should-not be considered a separate subject, exist-
ng in isoletion from the students' English experienCes outside
the g4 dOss. It should 'be integrated with subject matter instruc-
tion,:.*einforctng stUdents' academic learning, ESL InStruction
exiStS tcOold'students in'Meeting their immediate needsof learn-
ing Engliih both to communicate within the school and to learn
subject matter taught in Engtith,. Theie two heeds correspond to
two optimum conditions for learning a'second language. 'Successful
language acquisition' occurs When the language learner' is mdtivated
bY real communicatiVe needs and'whenthelanguage fs used as a
means for learning something else-and notlearned in isolation for
its ioWn sake..

APO ,ESL TeacOrig Materials

In implementing an ESL prograM; 44i her as formal classes or tis
supplementary activrties, atOrs'tri should choose the kinds of
instructional materials best,sult to 'students. There is:a wide
variety of texts and supplementer miterials available. In

choosing suitable instructional- terials,,a.distript wou,ld do
well to Consider the .texts a iSimplementary materials oalthe
following list based on a ection by the Centerfor Applied
Linguistics.
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BUMPASS, Faye L. The Now We Learn inllish. New York:
Ican Book Co., 196169. eri6-6;ai, i.3o-$1.4 each

Elemontary.

I Series In workbook format for prtmary students. Augio-lingual
apProach with limited vocabulary (858) to develop basic lan-
guage skills. Games and songs included, and flash cards avail-
able. ieacher editions for each book. Teacher manual, about
$1.80.\

v

Amer-

BUMPASS, Faye L. WO Speak En !Ash. New York: American Book
Co. (Division of LiTton Educat onal.Publishing, Inc.), 1967.
Book 1,$2.00; Book II, $2.00. Paperback. -

UPPlir-ETimentary.

Can be used as a contInuatiolof The New We Learn En lish, or
as beginqing books (materiartoniiiiiierrn therioWer e ementary
series is, reviewed in We Speak EnglIsh). Teachers' editions

G0NZALEZ-4NA, Janet. English Experiences. Silver Spring, Md.:
institute of Modern Languages, 1975. $29.95 for Teacher's
Program Guide and 50 spirit masters sets.

Pre -Elemenory

Consists of 50 "experiences" designed prrmarily to develop
cognitive, affective, perceptual and motor skills in pre-school
and kindergarten children while teaching English. The prograi
consists ofltwo components: A detailed and comprehensive book
of lesson plans for the teacher and'a children's-activity book
in spirit DOplicating Master form. Designedoriginally for
Spanish-speaking children, so some cultUral conversion
materials mdy be necessary. ,

KERMAN, Doris.- Sleps,to English.
1974-76. A 6, B, -IV. About $3.%

K4.Series

liew.York: McGraw gill,
1

A 6 II ore pre-reading, I-1V incorporate readihg. Teachert'
editioils, workbooks, cue tard and tape cassettes are avail-
able.

MARQUARDT, William F., Jean H. Miller, and Eleanore Hosman.
En lish Around the World. Glenview, Illinois: Scott Foresman,
1970. Ulls Books (Levels 1 through 6): $1.68-$2.00.
Paperback. ,
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Elementary, all evels.:,-
,

A coMplete six-le el course, v ery effectivaifjhe teacher
reads and follows Oe guide. Especialjy sultable'for teachers
with no special trItning-in ESL. Levels 1 and 2 haVe recently
'been revised. Activities books wittr-eupplemental tests (levels
1 an4.2), practice pad' and test book (level 3), display cards
(levels 1-3), word cards:(levels 2 and 3), record albums
(levels 1 and 2), posters-and teachers' guidebooks available.

K-6 ESL Supplementary Materials,

. ALEXANDER, L. G. Look, Listen and Learn! An Integrated Course%
for Children. London: LongmanTT98-76. Four books, $3.00
to $4.00 each.

EleMehtary through intermediate.

A four-stage audio-visuai course for beginning students age 9
and above. Texts, workbooks, structured readers, link
readers, film strips, and tapes. Seven workbooks, $1.50 to
$1.75 each, and eight readers, $0.75 to $1.25 each.

DyKSTRA, Gerald, Project Director. Composition: Guided --
Free. New York: Columbia Teachers Cofiegs Press,-13717 Four ,

programs, $1.00 each.

Intermediate.

Not designed as ESL materials, but usable as coiMposlticm
supplement to an ESL program for grades 1-6. Composition
through practice with model passages. ProgressNe development

',of writing skills. Four programs, somewhat overlapping, for
students in primary grades. Teacher's manual.

; HAUPTMAN, Philip and John UpshUr. un 'With En9lish. New York:
-Macmill'an, 1973 1.75. ,

Intermediate:

A supplementary text.designed for.ages 10 and abovei4to
used with basic ESL Ouese at intermediate level. Learnin
puzzles, anagrams, word games, "mystery" stories. Teacher s
answer key and gUi()e.

ROBINETT, Ralph F.., Paul W. Bell, and Pauline M. Rojas. t

Miami Lin u s1c Readers. D. C. Heath, 1970. About $0.88
per eeader. P perback.

Lower Elthentary.

Two groups of attractive, colorfully( illustrated books graded
-difficulty, apPealing to students through junior hi§h, as

66 69,



well as the first and second graders they were designed for.
Firs.t goup (Bib Book I) Is a reading readiness unit. Teacher's

-manual and.Seatwori,book available for each reader; charts for
Big Book I and linlacement tests, and iclassroom kit

, (includlng wail, phrase and sentencestrips, hand puppets and
a 12-InCh, 33-1/3 record) are also available. Not specifically

for ESL
,

but adaptable:
414

7.:12, ESL Texts,:

. HALL, Eugene J., et al. Orientatien in American English.
Silver Spring, MD: institute o! Modern Languages, 1971-72.
Six student textbooks, $3.00 each. Four workbooks, $2.00
each. Cassettes for first 4 lev7 $45-$55 each set.

Beginning through advanced.

An'integrated set of maferials -- texts, workbooks, tapes,
and graded readers -- using "Situational Reinforcement" to
train students to assimilate vocabulary and structure in con-
text of everyday experiences in America. Works toward immed-
iate use of English in meaningful communication. Avoids in-
tensift drillwork. Each level requires 80-100 hours e4
instruction. Teac/Or's manual available, bet ESL trait-Ong
is desirable.

kr%

MELLGREN, Lars, and Michael Walker. New Horizons-ire En lish.
Addison-Wesley. Student books, about9Y.50 each. paper ack.

New series for high school stydents and aboVe, to teach elem-
entary and intermediate English. Text is based extensively
on two-and-four colck drawings, which provide materials for
drills as well as conversation. Workbook,,teacher's guide
and cassette tapes are available for each of the six books
in the series. Teacher's guides have detailed notes for the
teacher inexperienced in ESL, and suggestions for experienced
teachers also. There are sections in each.unit of the stu-
dent books which the student can do on his own, or in small
groups.

SLAGER, WM. R., Project Director. English For Today, 2nd
Ed. New York: McGraw Hill, 1972. Bookt I-VI, about $4.50
each. Paperback.

Newly-revised edition of a series which has been used exten--
sively in secondaey school programs. The six books take the
student up to a full command of spoken and written English.
Detailed teachers' manuals are available, as Is a set of
pictusi cue cards for Book I. Writing is introduced early,
and controlled composition exercises continue throughout-the
books, 0

WARDHAUGH, Ronald, et.al. English for a ChInging Wbrld.
Glenview, III.: Scott, Foresman.anTFo., 1976. STTgvels
planned, four levels available now, $2.34 each.
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Elementary through advanced.

A new comp hensive course in six levejs (first Cour now
available) for sec dary school students and young adults.
Carefully sequenced, structured materials dafelop comprehen-
sion and speaking skills and introduce reading and writing
at an early stage. Presents informal, nature! English in a
situational approach. Detaifid'annotated teacher's edition,
$4.20 each level. Exercise, cue books, and cassettes available.

7-12 Supplementary Materials

BODMAN, Jean, and Michael Lanzano.' No Mot, Water Tonight.
New York: Collier Macmillan Internarroiii1.-7370: Paperback.

High school or older.

Reader to accompany any beginning text, with structure care-
fully controlled. Vocabulary is more extensive than in most
beginning readers; the authors feel that words necóssary for
survive1 in ities ought to be taught whether they are on
liasic word lists or not. The reading materlai follows the
experiences of a group of people living in a tenement in a
big city. Comprehension, structure and vocabulary exercises
accompany each lesson. Especially useful for the teacher
with no special ESL experience, and can be used by students
independently of the teacher. Subjecrmater includes crucial
cultural material like explanations of retail installment
credit agreements, schedules, etc.

DOTY, Gladys, and Janet Ross. Language and Life in the USA.,
3 Ed. New York: Harper and Row, 197a.. vol. 1, .g.95;
11, $2.95. PaperbackAt

-
A4

Vol. I, Communicating in English, contains comprehension,
grammar, pronunciation and writing 'exercises to help inter-
mediate level-students to understand spoken English and use
English in speaking and writing. Useful appendices at end
of book, also tear-out worksheets.' Vol. II, Reading En lish,
contains seventeen original readings on various aspects o
American life which are excellent for newcomers; each read-
ing is accompanied by word study, reading suggestions, and
exercises. Books are rich in material, bipth cultural and,.
Yinguistic, and can be used in a variety of programs for
those who have some knowledge of English.

JARAMILLO, Barbara L.
A Language Laboratory
rng)fsh Language lnst
$3:5Q.

Conventions in the Mechanics of Writing:
Manual for f_o_r_L-Ign SiiiaisaiT-Pittsburgh:

1tute, 617.4rilfii0-1511-Tigirgh, 1971.

a

Thirty-Iessons.in punctuation and the mechanics of wrfting,
for the_ beginning.or intermediate studeint. Student listens

'
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to a taped lesson, then does a taped exercise. .Tapes and

cassettes necessary and available, cost about $50 per set.

MATTHEWS, Patricia and Sabahat Tura. Practice, Plan and
Write, Books 1 and II. New York: American hook Co":71-91r
0.10 per book.

Two separate volumes intended to form a complete courie in
writing for ESL students at the low-intermediate level in high
school, college or adult education programs. Model paragraphs
are used.for imitation, grammattcal ,explanations in block form:
Exercises provide supplementery oral and/or written practice..
Some attention to punctuation, simple rhetoric. Teacher's
guide and key available.*

. PAULSION,Christina and Gerald Dykstra. Controlled Com-
sition in English As a Second Language. New Yorkrlegerts,.

97j. .1.95.
.

English composition Is taught through a series of structured, ,

exercises which are appropriate for the advanced ,intermediate
to advanced ESL student on the high school level or above.
Model paragraphs-are unabridged original English. Appendik

contains list of ules used in the telt. Desiglied to Pre-

pare students for ollege writifig.

. PIMSLEUR, Paul and Donald Berger. Encounters.: A Basic
Reader. New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 15.7.47-4.50.
Paperback., '

Collection of simplified newspaper,articles origrnally
designed for disadvantaged students, but useful for students
of ESL. Effective on junior and senior high school levels,,
can also be used in adult educatioh,classes. Basic vocabu-
lary of 1,400 words, iota of Photographs. Exercises in
vocabulary.and structUre accompany each article.

Pronunciation and ConVersation

DOBSON, Julia M: and Frank Sedwick. Conversation in English::

Points of Departure. New York: American Book Co., 197p,

$3.00. Paperback.

t
Designed for cOnversation as well as oral or written com-
'position on the high elementary, intermediate or advanced
levet. ,Fifty scenes, with'artists' renderings, are grouped
arititrarily add cut acroSs many social strata; covering as
many everyday situations as-possible: Included in each unit
are sa drawing, topically related vocabulary ,list, questions
on the drawing, points of der:Inure fiar drawing students'
dwn ideas' out, andsa list of topics for,composition. The

units may be.studied in ny order, thus offering maximum
flexibility for various classroom situations.
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NILSEN, Don and Allen Pace Nilsen. Pronunciation Contrasts
in English. New York:- Regents, 1971. $2.2. Paperbaa.

For all levels.

Presents pronunciation eiercises by problem); dealing with
particular problems (like, lack of /b/ /vi coritrast) ESL
students are likely to have. For each problet,there are
minimal pairs, minimal contrast sentences, and pronunciation
exercises. Each lesson has a list of problem-area language
backgrounds. Useful to teachers of Vietnamese students in
that problems common to,f and particular to, Vietnamese speakers
can be dealt with specifically. Useful to the teacher with .

no special background in, phonetics, as there is a glossary
of special terminology,.charts which show the-position of
the lips, tongue, etc.,tand sound locator charts.

Vocabulary Ns'

It

. BARNARD, Helen. Advanced En9lish Vocabulary. Rowley, Mass.:

-------.Sei

Newbury House, 1971. Akout $14.50 per book.

.1
ries of seven workbooks kboOks 4A and 4B will be published

soon) which teach the second and third thousand-most common
non-technical English words used in lectures, seminars, text-
books, newspapers, journals, radio and television. Each work-
book contains the vocabulary to be learned and the vocabulary-
completion test (Alch the student can correct himself).
Each new word is introduced in ccmtext and is repeated a mini-
mum of ten times throughout the workbooto. Series assumes a
knowledge of the first thousand wart-cis, so is suitable fbr
intermediate students. Can be used in pro rams C'Dr students

of all ages.
..,

. HORNBY, A. 5. Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary of Cur-
rent English, New Edition. -New York: Oxford UniveriTty
Press, 1974. W95. Hardback.

Universally used and respected diCtionary for Ftl. students.
50,000 illustrative phrases and sentences. Every aspect of
the dictionary is carefully 'designed to meet the needs of
the ESL student. A lengthy insroduction which explains how
to use the dictionary; an extremely.practical, useful guide
to pronunciation; appendices' ,.of such aspects of English as
irregular verbs, affixes, and geographical names; and atten-
tion throughout to providing contextual information all cbm-
bine with other features to make the dictionary the most

.useful work available to the stmlent.1
m ..
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'..t.'cCALLUM, George P. Idiom Drills: For Students, of English
-

as a Second Lanjuale."7-RT; VOTIT" rowgil, 19n. 72,36.

For intermediate students in high school an0 above.
,

.
Contains a series of exercices (six units, five lessons in
*Loch unit) designed to teach 180 4veful.eweryday idioms. At
the end of each unit is a readlAg_thcorporating.the,idloms
taught in the ur1t. The_ dioms are taught through dialogues,
substi,tution dri Is and h rk.

,

4
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,PRODUCT EVALUATION

lducational programs for: limited-English-speaking students should be evalu-
ated to determine how well their goals are being or have been achieved.
EvalUation,provides the,ondoing feedback needed If programs are to continue
to be eesponsive to studentneeds and are to,continue to give equal access
to quality education. The evaluation of a program should include the evalu-
ation of its vartous goals and all its instructional processes. The program
should be judied periodically during its operation to determine if any part
or parts should be rearranged or removed. This kind of evaluation it called
process evaluation. The program should atso be judged at 1.ts conclusion to
determine if it has accomplished the dosired results. This kind of evalua-
lion is called product evalua0on. The program coordinator (with the assist-
ance( of counselors, instructional personnel, and parents) thould be respon-
sible for gathering the information needed to accomplish both process and
,prOuct evaluations, both. of student ilgrowth and development and of program
design and implementation.

I. Evaluation of student 9rowth and development

The most important area of evaluation is that of student growth and'
development. This aspect of evaluation judges, first, the students'
educational achievement both in language skills (English language skills
and, in bilingual-bicultural programs, primary language skills as well)
and in the subject matter areas.

Achievement in thdt.e two areas catl-be nmasured by a number of processes,
some ImOessionIstic and others obj.ective. A thorough evaluation will
make use of as many methods as possible. Impressionistic-methods of
assessing student achievement include 1) teacher observation and judg-
ment, 2) parental meerisngs to ald.in determining the amount of English
used outside of school and thelr.child's educational growth, and 3) the
astessment of students' willingness to use English within the school.
Objective methods include 1) administering locally or nationally developed
language proficiencTtests on a pre-post test basis, 2) determining stu-
dent performance in the regular sChool testing program, and 3) assess-
ing how well students are able to keep pace with the regular school
curriculum.

Besides judging students' educational achievement, process and product
evaluations should assess students' effective or attttudinal development
in the areas of 1) positive self-image, 2) pride In their own cultural
heritage, 3) awareness of Ameritan cultural values, and 4). positive
attitude toward sChool and their education.



Ir

Evaluation of program design, and implomeqtation

A program initiated to.meet the needs of limited-English-speaking stu-
dents should be evaluated during its operation and at its conclusion to
determine first, if it is or was the right kind,of program to meet the
identified students needs (program design) and, second, if it is being

carried out or has been carried out in all'aspects as It was planned
(program implementation). Program evaluation, therefore, should assess
both the extent to which the specific goals developed at the' program's
outset are being or have been accomplished and the extant to which all
elements of the program, organizational, instructional, and administra-
tive, are being or have been actually implemented and are contributing
or have contributed to achieving the goals of the program.
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ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY-FOR PART THREE

1

1. IDENTIFICATIONI AND NEEDVASSESSMENT

-

BABEL (Bay Area Bilingual Education League), bilinQual Testintand .pssesa-
,. ment. .1,),erkeley, California, 19714

The booklet, the result of a workshop ol assessment and eyaluationin
Bilingual Education, examines in depth Sevencommonly used tests:

Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (WISC),
Comprehensive Testi. of Basic Skills (ups);..
Cooperative Primary,
Lorge-Thorndike,
Culture Fair Intelligenee Test,
Michigan Oral Pro&ction Test, an
Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test.

.

Cal i forn i a Board of Education. Bi 1 i qua 1-B icu 1 tural Education and En 1 i sh-

as-a-Second Langdage Education: 'A framework for Elementary andgcoh arY
SchOOTT---facramento, Califor=nia,

An important booklet detailing aspects of prolram.organization and pro-
gram designs for ESL and Bilingual Education. Covers assessment, staff,
staff development, ihstruction, metholology,.instructional materials,
community involvement, and evaluation.4 Offers specific program designs
for elementary and secondary levels.

Center for Applied Linguistics. Indochinese Refugee Education Guides:
'General Information Series: Testing English Language Proficiency. Arling-
T;37-Wrg I nia , 1976.

Consists of an annotated bibliography of tests, a bibliography
About tActing, and principles for test constructiontand administration.

Illinois Board of Education. 8, guide 12 1ht Qevejooment saf Blllnaual
Education Programs. Chicago, Illinois, 1974,

This booklet details the tasks to be completed under the general. head-
ings of Deciding, Planning, Organizing, Snd Operating. Goes into some
detail in the areas of program design, Student grouping, and curriculum
development.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory. Oral Language Tests for Bilin-'
gual Students: an Evaluation of Lan9uage Dominance and PrgTaency Instru-
ments. 710 S.W. Second Avenue, Portland, Oregon 971-64-.

An evaluation of 24 tests used in assessing oral language patterns of
'students who speak two or more languages. It'should be a valuable aid
for use in needs assessment, program planning and operation. Includes '

a discussion of the issues associated with assessing bilingual profi-
ciency of students, along with references and a bibliography.

,e I
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United Statilis Commission on Civil Rights. A Better Chance to Learn: 81-
lin ual-Bicultural Education. Washington, W.C.: united ttates Commisiion
on t vil Rights Clearinghouse Publication No, 51 1975,

This has a good section on preprogram student assessment on pages 103-
)19.-

2. RESOURCE CENTERS

V.

Title VII B11ig9ua1 Resource ters

Listed below are the centers fu4,ed under Title VII of the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act. T ey are of three types: Resource,
Materials Development and Di*ssemination/Assessment.

Resource

Berkeley Resource Center, 1414 Walnut Street, Berkeley, CA 94709

Bilingual/Bicultural Resource Center, 0 0 Box 3410 USL, Lafayette,
LA 11201

Bilingual Education Resource Center, College of Eduation, Univer-
sity of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM 87131

Bilingual Education Service4Center, 500 South Dwyer Avenue,
Arlington Heights, IL 60006

Multilingual/Multicultural Resource S Training Center for New
England, 455 Wickenden Street, Providence, RI 02903

Regional Cross-Cultural Training 6 Resource Center, N.Y.C. Board of
Education, Office of Bilingual Education, 110 Livingston Street,
Room 224, Brooklyn, NY 11201

San Diego Resource Center, San Diego State University, Institute
for Cultural Pluralism, San Diego, CA 92102.

Materials DeveloPment

Asian American Bilingual Center, 2168 Shattuck, Berkeley,.CA 94705

Bilingual Materials Development Center, Camp Bowie (6800), Ft.
Worth, TX 76107

California'State Polytechnic Multilingual/Multicultural Develop-
ment Center, University of Pomona,4580] W. Temp,le Avenue, Pomona,
CA 413768

-v
;

Midwest Materials Development Center, Forest Home Avenue School,
1516 West Forest Home Avenue, Milwaukee, WI 53204

National Materials Development Center, 158 South River Road, Bedford,
NH. 03102 f
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, aailve.American Materials Development Center, Box 248, Ramah,

873i1

Naitheist Center for Curriculum Development, N.Y.C. Board of Edu-
catIon,,Communtty S.D. #7, 778 Forest Avenue, Bronx, NY 10456

Santa Criii'Bilingual Materials Development Center, P 0 Box 601,

University of Arizona; Tucson, AZ 84721

Spanish Curricula Development Center, 7100 N.W. 17th Avenue, Miami,

FL 33147

Dissemination/Assessment

Bilingual Materials Dissemination Assessment Center at Fall River,

383 High "Street, Fell 'River, MA 02720

Dissemination/Assessment Center for Bilingual Education, 6504

Tracor Lane, Austin, TX 78721

Type-B General Assistance Centerg. ("Lau Centers")

These Cen*ters are funded under Title IV of the Civil Rights Act. Their

.primary function'is that of helping school districts not in compliance

with the recent "Lau vs. Nichols" Supreme Court Decision to set up
appropriete bilingual/bicUltural education programs.

Centeri

Bilingual Education Program, Berkeley Unified School District,

1414 Walnut Street., Berkelely CA 94709

Bilingual General Assistance Center, Box 11, Institute for Urban

and Minority Education, Teachers College, Columbia University,

New York, NY 10027

Coalition of Indian Contrdlied School Boards, Inc., Suite 4, 811

Lincoln, Denver, CO 80203

Florida Sthool Desegregation Center, School of Education., Univer-

sity of Miami, P 0 Box 8065, Coral Gables, FL 33124

Intercultdc:1 Developmeht Research Association, 114 Glenview Drive
West, Suite 118, San AntonioTX 78227

Institute for Cultural Pluralism, San Diego State University, Son

Diego, CA 92182 .

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory, Lindsay Building, II0,SW,

Second Avenue, Portland, OR 97204

School of Education, Chicago State.University, 95th Street at Kihg
Drive, Chicago, IL 60628

National Institute for-Multicultural Education, P.O. Box 6801,
Albuquerque, NM 87107.
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BILINGUAL EDUCATION: SPECIFIC PROGRAMS AND CURRICULUM MODELS

Baratz, Joan C. and Janice C. Redish. "Development of Bilingual/Bicultural
Education Models." Washington,_D.C.: Education Study Center, 1973.

This report includes chapters on the goals of bilingual education, the
development of theOretical models for bilingual.education, and the
realization of'concrete'educational models. Other subjects discussed
Include methodology, testing and measurement and teacher training..

Bell, Paul. "The Bilingual School." In J. Allen Figure] (ed.), Reading
and Inquiry: Proceedius of the International Reading Association, 10.
Newark, Del.: International Reading Association, 1965.

Describes the origin, organization; and,implementation of a bilingual
bicultural curriculum for a public school in Miami, Florida. Goals for
the program, community planning, staff organization, and curriculum

.

development are lucidly presented.

Bernal, Ernest M., Jr. "Models of Bilingual Education, Grades K-3, fOr. a
Planned Variation StudY." Arlington, Va.: ERIC, April 1974. (ED 097 157).

The article presents four different theoretical and methodological
approaches to bilingual education. The Models are: the Behaviorist
Model, the. Immersion Model, and EclectIc Model, nd a Child-Centered.
Model.

Campeau, Peggy and others. "The Identification and Description of Exem-
plary Bilingual Education Programs." Palo Alto, Calif.: American Insti-
tutes for Research, 1975.

Report of a Siudy undertaken for the U.S. Office of Education. Dis-

cussion includes methodology and conclusioas of study as well as
detoila program descriptions.

Cohen, Andrew. "Bilingual Schooling and Spanish Language Maintenance: Ap
Experimental Analysis." The Bilingual Review 210.3-12 (1975).

A description of the Redwood City/Bilingual Education Project which
aims to maintain a minority groups's language and culture. Their
longitudinal study shows that Mexican American students in the bilin-
gual program were using Spanish more after several Years than compar-
able children schooled conventionally.

/Gaarder, Bruce A. "Organization of the Bilingual School." Journal of
Social Issues 23;2.110-120 (1967).

Presents one o ost well developed conceptualizations of the nature
of bilingual educa n available. Complex models of "one-way"-schools
(one group learning in two languages) and "two-way" schools (two groups
each learning in its own and the other's language) are juxtaposed inaatermsof such dimensions as: mother added or second language
dded to the curriculum; segregated cl es or mixed classes; equal

or unequal time and treatment, etc.
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Jenkins, Mary. Bilipaual Education in New Yark Cily. Brooklya, N.Y.;

Office of Bilingual Education, 1!w YorlrfftTgaid-Of Education, 1971.

This"report is divided into,ei§ht sections. Among them are 1) Bilin-

gual Education -- A NisTorical Perspective; 2) The Puerto Rican_Child
in the New York City School System; 3) Bilingual Education in'the New (,

York City School System; 4) Funding for Bilingual Proprams; 5) Ration-

alt for Bilingual Education. .

John, Vera and Vivian 'Nor. r. Early Childhood Bilingual Education. New

York: Modern Language As ociation, 1971.

Included in this work are comments concerning various bilingual pro-
grams around the country. The work at Rough Rock and Coral Way is

discussed, as is bilingualism in New York City. The importance of
combining bicultural education with language study is emphaslIedi,

Lambert, Wallace and Richard Tucker. Bilingual. Education of Children: the

St. Lambert Experiment. Rowley, Mass.: Newbury Nouse, 1972.,

A very thorough longitudinal study of a bilingual program', 'covering
seven years of Canadian children (K-6) in a French-English setting.
Gives detailed explanations of how the program was initiated, parental
support, the organization of the prograM, and teacher competencies.
Also given is detailed description of research design using both pilot
groUps and control groups.

Mackey, W. F.' Bilingual Education in a Binational School: A Study 21,
Equal Language Maintenance Through Free Alternation. Rowley, Mass.:

Newbury House, 1972.

A case Study.of the JFK School in Berlin. In discussing factors that
promote bilingualism in a school, the author examines the make-up of the
population, teaching staff, selection and special characteristics of
teachers. Of special interest is the author's often cited "Typology
of Bilingual Education."

Macnamara, John. Bilingualism and Primary Educaticm.: A Study of Irish

Experience. Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 19-6.

The best single study of bilingualism in one country, especially from
the standpoint of how nation-wide programs in bilingual education can
be managed, or mismanaged.

Discusses tLe often disappointing efforts of the Republic of Ireland
to create a 'school population fluent in Gaelic 45 well as in English.

Zintz, Miles V. "What Classroom Teachers Should Know about Bilingual Edu-
. cation." Albuquerque, N.M.: University of New Mexico, 1969. (ERIC ED 028

427).

This report is divided into the following chapters: 1) Cross-Cultural
Education; 2) Problems in Second Language Learning; 3) Classroom Method-
ologies; 4) Special Aspects of Vocabulary; and 5) The Bilingual School.
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Zirkel, Perry A. "Bilingual Education Programs at the Elementary School
level:. Their Identification and Evaluation." Thp Bilingual Review.
21i2.13:.21 (.100.

This'study assesses the relative effectiveness of various experimental
models- of bilingual education with respect to selected pupil end parent
outcomes. The study shows that bilingual instructors can be an effect-
ive means of improving the educational opportunities of limited English-
speaking students in thq primary grades. Author also stresses the need
to achieve solid.commitment, continuity, and coordination onAhe part
of both school and community if significant status is to be 4c?rded
the native language.

4. ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE PROGRAMS

Dixon, Robert J. Practical Gurde to the Teaching of Epglish as a Foreign
Language. New York, N.Y.: Regents Pilshing Company.

Describes practical approaches to teaching grammar, conversatión,
reading., vocabulary,.and pronunciation. All the models and examples
are illustrated by drawings and can-be followed exactly or modified
according tosthe needs of the individual teacher.

Finocchiaro, Mary. En1Ish as a Second Language: From Theory to Practice.
New York: Regents, 1974.

Newly revised practical guide to curriculum planning, leSson planning,
adaptation of materials.and language-testing. Discusses.specific
techniques for teaching pronunciation, grammar, 'reading and writing.
Appendix contains useful definitions, an extensive bibliograp4.

Harris, David P. Testing En lish as a Second Language, New. York: ,McGraw-
Hill, 1969. 151 pp.

Explains clearly the.rationale for'.testing; as wel.1,as explaining how
to construct tests, administer them,,and Tnterpret.them.. Focuses
primarily on the teaching of English as.a 'seconli language: testing
grammar, vocabulary, reading:comprehension, writing and speaking.
Shows how to compute means, medians, standard 'deviations, test reli-
ability, etc., and discusses-ways in which the teacher'.ean effectively'
interpret these figures.,

Marckwardt, Maybelle D. A SelectedAist of -Instructional Materials for
pialish as a Second Language; Elementary School. Arlington', Virginia:
ERIC Clearinghouse on Languages ana iihguistics: Center for Applied Lin-
guistics. Series on Languages, and Linguistics 19.

%

A five page bibliography briefly annotated.

Marckwardtt Maybell* D.:: h $01eted List of Instructional Materials for
EngliWis .iewnil Lemluage: Secondary Level. Arlington, Va:. IRIZ-7
Clearinghouse on Languagqs and Linguistics: Center for Applied Linguis-
tics. Series on.Languages andLingulstics 20.
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New York State Department of Educetton. Self-instructione) Course in

. teaching:English as a Second Langue6e. Albany, New York.'

The Course consists of five unit texts together with workbooks, tapes,
'. and an introductory study guide. The units cover the nature of Ian-

1 guage, methods fn learning and teaching English as a Second Language,
Oral communicatiOn skills, the English sound system, and language and

its cultural context. The course is intended for ESL teachers on all

levels and teachers who have non-English dominant students In their
classee.

The Nevada ,Department of Education offers One unit of recertification
:credit for taking this Course.)I-for information contact the Language
Consultant at the Nevada Department,of Education.

Robson,'Barbara and Kent Sutherland.) A Seleeted Annotated Bibliography

for-Teaching English:to Speakers of Vietnamese. Arlington, Virenla:

' Center for Applled"Linguistics, 1975'
*:

A YID-item bibliography covering basic texts, audiovisual aids, liter-

acy materials, testing material,s, cross-cultural references, etc., for

both children and adults. The items can be helpful in teaching English
to any non-nativespeaker, regardless of primary language. This has

been supplemented by another publication of thent.411Pfor Applied Lin-

guistics, Selected Annotated Bibliography fot Teaching English to

'Speakers of Vietnamese'and Cambodian: A Supplement.
7

Savi1le-Trolke, Muriel. Foundations for yeaching English as a Second Lan-

guage. Englewood Cliffs N.J. Prent4ce-Ha41, 1976

A new discussion of the linguistic, piychological and cultural aspects
of teaching English as a second language. Of special use to the teacher

with no special tiaining In ESL are chapters on survival skills for

teachers and students, the role of ESL in bilingual education, strate-
gies for instruction, and preparation for teaching. This hew book
stre&Ses hoo instruction in English should relate to the academic sub- .

ject areas.

TESOL (Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages) is avnptional
organization which publishes a" magazine ind newsletter on the field or.-
ESL and Bilingual-Bicultural Education. Both of these publicetOns'cones[n.
articles of interest to teachers of limited-English;-speaking.stUdents. Both

are included for the cost of .yearly membei-ship, $14100. For'furthet informa-

tion write to TESOL, 455 Neyada Building, Georgetown University, Washington,

D.C. 20057.

s
*.

Wadhoe"CountySAool,District. A Guide for Teaching English as a Second

Language in the Secondar'y cflools. English as a Second Language: Cur- ,

riculbm Guide for_Elementary $shools. English as a Second Language: Cur-

riculum Guide foeMiddle Schoolg.

'
Detailed outlines with _specitAc examples of a curriculum ig effect in'

Washoe County, Nevada, for-grades K-12 for ktudentt from various Jan-

guage end culture,backgroUnds. Includes liit of .a1.1 texts used in the
,

prograln. te"



CONCLUSION I.

.

The.State Department of Educition has prepared this document to acquaint
Nevada's school districts, their administrative ancOnstructional personnel,
with essential information in three basic areas ccmcerning the education of
non-English or limited-English-speaking students:

At
,

_The nature, scope and sources of the schools' obligation to provide these
.students with equal access to quality education (Part,One: The Mandate);

p

b) An overview of instructionai programs and their characteristics which
would fulfill .the schools' obligation to provide these students with,

eqyaL access to quality education (Part Two: Educational Programs That
Fuifill the Mandate); and

c) Suggested guiaelrnes for planning and iMplementing such instructional
arograms (Part Three:. initiating Programs That Fulfil) the Mandate).

With this lasiemtial information, a school district without special instruc-
tional programs for limited-English-speaking students has sobnd guidelines
for planning, rnItiating and evaluating such programs. And a school district
with special instructional programs has a set of guidelines against which It
can measur* its own programs.

.11
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APPENDIX A
I.

AP TEXT OF
LAU V. NICHOLS \

LAU'et al. v.,NICHOES et al.

CERTIORARI TO THE UNI'TED STATES COURT OF APPEALS FOR
THE NINTH- C 1 RCU 1 T

No. 72-6520. Argued December 10, 1.973--Decided January 21, 1974

V

The failure of the San Francisco school system to provide English language in-
struction to approximately t,800 students of Chinese ancestry Who do not speak
English, or to provide them with'other adequate inpructional procedures, denies
them a meaningful opportunity to participate in the public educational program
and thus violates 601 of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which bans discrimi-
nation based "on the ground of race, color, or national origin," in "any program
or activity receiving Federal financial assistance," and the implementing regu-
lations of the Department-of Health, Education', and Welfare. Pp. 565-569.
483 F. 2d 791, reversed and remanded.

Douglas, J., delivered the opinion qf the Court, In which Brennan, Marshall,'
Powell, and Rehnquist, JJ., joined. Stewart, J., filed an opinion concurring
in the result, In which Burger,'C. J., and-Blackmun, J., Joined, post, p. 569.
White, J., concurred in the result. Blackmun6 J., filed n opinion concurring
in the result, in which Burger, C. J., joined, post, p. 571.

Edward H. likeinman argued the cause for petitioners. With him on he briefs
were Kenhelfl7Hecht and David C. Moon.

.Thomas MI: O'Connor argued the cause for respondents. With him on the brief were
George E. Krueger and Burk Er Delventhal.

Assistant Attorney General Pottinger argued the 'cause for the UnitedrStates as
amicus curiae urging reversal. With him on the briefovere Soiicitpr General
Bork, Deputy Solicitor General Wallace, Mark L. Ever& and Brian K. Landsberg.

Mr. Justice Douglas delivered_the opinion of the Court.

The San Francisco, California, school system was integrated in 1971 as a result -

of a federal court decree, 339 F. Supp. 1315. See Lee v. Johnson, 404 U.S. 1215:
The District Court found that there are 2,856 students of Chinese ancestry in the
school system Vitt° do not speak English. Of those who heve that language de---
ficiency, about 1,000.,arecgiven sapplemental cor

ion.

in the Englishlanguage.
About 1,800, however, do *not receive that inst

'
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This class suit brought by non-English-speaking Chinese students against officials
responsible for the operation of the San Francisco Unified School District seeks
relief Aainst the Unequal educational opportunities, which are alleged to vio-
late,,inter.alia, the Fourteenth Amendment. No,specific remedy is urged upon us.

# .

\---,

Teaching Engirsh to the students off-Chinese ancestry who do not speak the language
is :one choice. GivinTinscructions\tothis group in Chinese is another. There

may be others. Petitioners ask only that the Borird'Of Education be directed to.
apply its expertise to the prOblem,end,rectifybhe 'situation.

The District Court denied relief. The Court of Appeals affirmed, holaing Ithat,
there was no violation of the Equal Protection Glause of ihe Fourteenth Amend-
ment'oe of § 601 of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 78 Stat. 252, 42 U. S. C. § I

2000d, which excludes from participation in federal financial assistance,
recipients of aid which discriminate against racial groups, 483 F. 2d 791.. One
judge dissented. A hearing en banc was denied, two judges dissenting. Id., at

805.

-
We "granted the petition for certiorari because of the public importance of the
question presented,. 412 U. S. 938.

TheCourt of Appeals reasoned that "telvery student brings to the starting line
of his educational career different ddvantages and disadvantages caused in par,t ,

by soCial, economic and cultural background, created and continued completely,
apart from any contribution by the school system," 483 F. 2d, at 797. Yet in

our view tile case may not be so easily decided. This iv a public s'chobl system
of California and 71 of the California Education Code states that "English
shall be the basic language of i9struction in all schools." That section per-
mits a school district to determine "when and under what circumstances.in-
struction may be given bilingually." That section also states as "the policy
of the state" to insure "the mastery of English by all pupils in the schools."
And bilingual instruction is adthorized "to the extent that it does not inter-
fere with the systematic, sequential, and regular instructirn of all pupils in
the-English language."

Moreover, § 8573 of the Education Code provides that no pupil, shall receive a
diploma of graduation from grade 12 who has not met the standards of proficiency
in "English," as well as other prescribed Subjects. Moreover, by g 12101 of the
Education Code children between the ages of six and 16 years are. (with ex-

. ,.
ceptions not material here) "subject to compulsory full-time educalion." (Supp.

1973.)

Under, these state-imposed standards there is no equality of treatment merely by
providing Students with the same facilities, textbooks, teachers, and curriculum;
for students who do not understand English are effectively foreclosed from any
meaningful education. -

.Basic English skillslare at the very core of what thkse public shcools teach.
imposition of a requirement that, before 9._ hild can'effectively .participate in

/12
the educational program, he must alyeady,ha e acquired those basic skills is to.,

make a mockery of public educatio4 Weknoi,that those who do not under'Stand
English.are certain to find their c1assroon,I experiences wholly_ incomprehensible
dnd in no way meaningful.

We do not reach the Equal Protection Cibuse argument whickhas been advanced but ,

rely solely on g ASCII of the Civil Rights Mit of 1964, 42 U. S. C. § 2000d to
reverse the Court of Appeals.
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That section banS discylmtnation based. "'on the ground of race,-color, or nation-
- ak origin,,!' Ari "any program or,actrvit'y receiving federal financial asgistance."

The school district ,invotved in tHis"litigat.lon receives large amounts of federal
financial assistanoe. -The Depar.fment.of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW),
which has authority to promU1gateu'regu1at1ons prohibiting discrimination in
federally assisted school sy.stemi,-42 U. S:,C.: S 2000(1-4, in 1968 issued one
guideline that Is]chool systems.,ate responsible !mot assuring that students of a

;

particular race, color, or n tionai origin.arenot defiled the opportunity to
obtain the education general y obtained .by'ather students in the system." 33
Fed. Reg. 4956. In. 19)0 HE W made the guLdelines More specific, requiring school
districts,that were federally fanded "to. rectify_the language deficiency In order
to open"?the instruction to students whc; had "linguistic deficiencies," 35 Fed.
Reg. 11595. .,

.-

By S 602 of the Act HEW is authorized to is4le rules, regulations, and orders to
make sure that recipients of federal aid under livjurisdiction conduct any
federally financed projects consistently with S 601. HEW's regulations, 45 CFR
S 80.3 (b)(1), specify that the recipients may not:

-"(1i) Provide any service, financial aid, or other benefit to an
individual which is different, or is provided in a different
manner, from that provided to others under the program;

"(iv) Restrict an indiVidua) in any way in the enjoyment of any
advantage or privilege-enjoyed by others receiving any service,
financial aid, OT other benefit under the' program."

Discrimination among :tudents on accoUnt of race or national arigin that is pro-
hibited includes "discrimination...in the availability or use,of any academic,..
or otker facilities of the grantee or other recipient." Id., 80.5 (b).

Discrimination is barred which has that effect even though no purposeful dlbsign
is present: a recipient "may not...utilize criteTia or methods of administration
which have the effect of subjecting individuals to discrimination" or have "the
effect of defeating or substantially impairing accomplishment of the objectives
of the program as respect individuals of a particular race, color, or national
origin." Id., S 80.3

It seems obvious that the Chinese-speaking minority receives fewer benefits than
the English-speaking majority from regpondents' school system which denies them
a meaningful opportunity to participate in the educational programall ea6arks
of the discrimination banned by the Tegulations. In 1970 HEW issued aarifying
guidelines. 35 Fed. Reg. 11595,, which include the following:

le

"Where inability to speak and.urideYstand the English language excludes national
origin-minority groyp chOdreiy'froill effecOvi parl4cipation in the.educational
program offered ,by a 'schbol 'deStrict,'the district must,take affirmative steps
to rectify the language deficiency in order to open i4s,instructiohal program to
these students," 1: .-

"Any abijity grouping or-traCking system employed by the ,schoOl system to deal
with the special language skill needs of national origih-Minorii_group children
mast be designed to meet such language skill needs as soon as possibis and must
not operate as an eduoelonal deadend or permanent track."
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.
Respondent ,school district contractually agreed to "comply with title VI of the
Civil Rights Act of.1964...and all requirements imposed by or pursuant to the
Regulation" of HEW (45 CFR pt. 80) which are "issued pursuant to that title..."
and also immediately to "take any measures necessary to effectuate this agree-
ment.". The Federal Government has power to fix the terms on which its money
allotments to the'States shall be disbursed. Oklahowa v. CSC, 330 U. S. 127,

142-143. Whatever may be the limits of that power, Steward Machine Co. v.
Davis; 301 U. S. 548, 590 et seq., they have not been reached here. Senator

Humphrey, during the floor debates on the Civil Rights Act of 1964, said:

"Simple justice requires that public funds, to which all taxpayers of all races
contribute, not be spent in any fashion which encourages, entrenches, subsidizes
or results in racial discrimination."

We accordingly reverse the judgment of the Court of Appeals and remand the case
for ehe fashioning of appropriate relief.

Reversed and remanded.

Mr. Justice White concurs in the result.

Mr. Justice Stewart, with whom The Chief Justice and Mr. Justice Blackmun join,
concurring in the result.

It is tincontested that more than 2,800 school children of Chinese ancestry
attend school in the San Francisco Unified School 'District system even though
they do not speak, understand, read, or write the English language, and that as
to some 1,800 of these pupils the respondent school authorities have taken no
significan,t steps to deal with his language deficiency. The petitioners do not
contend, however, that the respondents have affirmatively or intentionally con-
tributed to this inadequacy, but only that they have failed to act in the face
of Changing social and linguistic patterns: Because of this laissez-faire atti-
tude on the part of the school administrators,, it is nOt entirely.clear that §
601.oT the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 U. S. C. § 2000d, standing alone, would
render iltegal the expenditure of federal funds on these schools. For that

-' section provides that "[n]a person in the United States shall, oat the ground of
race, color, or national origin, be excluded from participafion in, be denied
Oe benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any program or activity
-raceiv4ng Federal financial.assistance."

tdri the other hand, the interpretive guidelines published by the Office for Civil
.Rights Of the Department of Health, Education,'and Welfare.in 1970, 35 Fed. Reg.
,'1159,i-ckparly indicate that affirmative efforts to give special training for
.rion-Ing1ish2speaking pupils are required by Tit.. III as a condition to receipt of
'federal aid to public schools:

Where inability to speak and understand the English language
'excludes'. national origin-minority V.oup children from effective

.
participation in the'edupational program offered by a school
district, the district must take affirmative steps to re fy

the language deficiencyln order to open its insttrue naV,
program-to these students." 35'Fed.- Reg.,11595..

' 4 ,

-The critical xlitiestiqn is therefore, whether the: rigulattons Anci

t.'
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promulgated by HEW go beyond the.authority of 4 601. Last Term, in Mourning v.
Family Publications Service, Inc., 411 U. S. 356, 369, we hold that the validity
of a regulation promulgateebnder a general.authoilzation provision such as
602 of Tit. VI "will be sustained so long as it Is 'reasonably related to the
purposes of the enabling legislation.' Thorpe v. Housing Authority of the City
of Durham, 393 U. S. 268, 280-281 (1969)." I think the guldeelines here fairly

meet that test. Moreover, In assessing the pgrposes of remedial legislation we
have fouqd that departmentairl'hulations and'"consistent administrative con-
struction" are "entitled to great weight." Trafficante v. Metropolitan Lift
Insurance Co., 409 U. S. 205, 210; Griggs v. Duke Power Co., 401 U. S. 424,,
433-434; Udall V. Tallman, 380 U. S. 1. The Department has reasonably and con"-

sistently interpreted 601 to require affirmative remedial efforts to give
special attention to linguistically deprived children.

For these reasons I concur in the result reached by the Court.

Mr. Justice Blackmun, with whom The Chief Justice Joins, concurring In the
resull.

I join Mr. JuStice Stewart's opinion and thus I, too, concur in the result.
Against the possibility that the Court's judgment may be interpreted too
broadly, I stress the fact that the children with whom we are concerned here

. number about 1,800. This Js a very substantiaf group that is being deprived
of any meaningful schooling because they cannot understand the language of
the classroom. We may only guess as to why they have had no exposure to
English in their preschool years. Earlier generations of American ethnic groups
have overcome the language barrier by earnest parental endeavor or by the hard
fact of being pushed Out of the family or community nest and into the realities
of broader experience...

I merely wish to make plain that,when, in another case, we are concerned with
a very few youn6fers, or with JuSt a single child who speaks only German or
Polish or Spanish or any language other than English, I would not regard today's
decision, or the separate concurrence, as conslusive upon the issue whether the
statute and the guideline require the.funded school district to provide special
instruction. For me, numbers are'at the heart of this case and my concurrence
is to be understood accordingly.
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APPENDIX 13

TEXT OF
LA1P REMEDIES

*

TASK FORCE FINDINGS SPECIFYING REMEDIEi'

AVAILABLE FOR ELIMINATING PAST EDUCATIONAL
PRACTICES RULED UNLAWFUL UNDER LAU V. NICHOLS

SUMAER 1975

it

*

The immediate implementation of the

- requirements listed within does not
apply to those school districts
which have had a substantial number
of recent school-age Indo-Chinese
immigrants whose primary or home
language is other than English in

" the 1975-76 school year.

41
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I. IDENTIFICATION OF STUDENT'S PRIMARY OR HOME LANGUAGE

The first step to be included in a pion submitted by a district found to be
in noncompliance with Title VI under Lau is the method by which the district
will identify the student's primary oTE"fte language. A student's primary
or home language, for the purpose of this report, is other than English if
it meets at least one of the following descriptions:

A. The student's first acquired language is other than English.

B. The language most often spoken by the student is other than'English.

C. The language most often spoken in the s-tudent's home is other than
English, regardless of the language spoken by the student.

These assessments (A-C, above) must be made by persons who can speak and
understand the necessary language(s). Then the district must assess the
degree.of linguistic functicin or ability of the student(s) so as to place
the student(s) in one of the following categories by language.

A. Monol ingual speaker of the language other than English (speaks the lean-
guage other than English exclusively).

B. Predominantly speaks the language other than English (speaks mostly the
language other than English, but speaks some English).

C. Bilingual (speaks both the language other than English and English with
equal ease).

D. Predominantly speaks English (speaks mostly English, but some of the
language other than English).

E. Monolingual speaker of English (speaks English exclusively).

In the event that the student is.multilingual (Islunctional in more than two
languages in addition to English), such aSsessment must be made in all the
necessary languages.

.

In order to make the aforementioned asse ssments the district must, at a mini-
mum determine the language most often ,spoken, in the student'717me reg;777
Te7; 77TTITIZIguage spoken ETTile student, the language most orre7vspoken
by the student in the home and the language spoken by the student,in the
social setting (by obserVation).

These assessments must be made of persons who can speak and understand the
necessary language(s). An example of the latter would be to determine by
observation the langdage used by the student ta communicate with peers between
classes or in informal situations. .These assessments must cross-validate one
another (Example: student speaks Spanish at home and Spanish with classmates
at lunch). Observers must estimate tht frequency of use of each language
spoken by the student in these situations.

In the event that the language determinations'conflict (Example: student
speaks Spanish at hoae, but English with classmates at lunch), an additional
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method must be employed by the district to make such a determination
(Example: the district may wish to employ a test of language dominance as
a third criterion). In other words, two of the three criteria will cross-
validate or the majority of criteria will cross-validate (yield the same
language).

Due to staff limitations and priorities, we will require a plan under Lau
during this initial stage of investigation when the district has 20 or more
students of the same language group identified as having a primary or home
language other than English. However, a district does have an obligation
to serve any student whose primary or home language is other than English.

II. DIAGNOSTIC/PRESCRIPTIVE APPROACH

The second part of a plan must describe the diagnostic/prescriptive measures
to be used to identify the nature and extent of each student's educational
needs and then pi-escribe an educational program utilizing the most effective
teaching style to satisfy the diagnosed educational needs. The determina-
tion of which teaching style(s) are to be used will be based on a careful
review of both the cognitive and affective domains and should include an
assessment of the responsiveness of studenls to different types of cognitive
learning styles and incentive motivational styles, e.g., competitlye v.
cooperative learning patterns. The diagnostic measures must include diag-
noses of problems related to.areas or subjects required of other students in
the school program and prescriptive measures must serve to bring the linguis-
tically/culturally Wferent'student(s) to the educational performance level
that Is expected by the Local Education Agency (LEA) and State ofinonminority
students. A program designed for students of limited English-speaking ability
must not be eperpted in a manner so as to solely satisfy a set of objectives
divorced or isoglited from those educational objectives established for stu-
dents in the regular school program.

III. EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM SELECTION

In the third step the district must implement the appropriate type(s) of
educational progrmn(s) listed in thls Section (III, 1-5), dependent upon the
degree of linguistic proficiency of the students in question. If none seem
applicable, check with your Lau coordinator for further action.

1. In the case of the monolingual speaker of the language other than English
(speaks the language'other than English exclusively):

A. At the Elementary and Intermediate Levels:

Any one or combinatiOn of the fol1o4ing programs is acceptable.

1. Transitional Bilingual Education Program (TBE)

2. Bilingual/Bicultural Program

3. Multilingual/Muliicultural Program (see definitions, pa'ge 21)

In the case of a TBE, the district must provide predictive data which
show that such student(s) are ready to make the transition into English



and will succeed educationally in content areas and in the educational
program(s) in which he/she Is to be placed. This is necessary so the
district will not prematurely place the linguistically/culturally
different student who is not ready to participate effectively in an
English language curriculum in the regular school program (conducted
exclusively in English).

Because an ESL program does not consider the affective nor cognitive
development of students in this category and time and maturation
variables are different here than for students at the secondary level,
an ESL program Is not appropriate.

B. At the Secondary Level:

Option 1 - Such students may receive instruction in 4subject matter
(Example:4Pmath, science) in the native language(s) and
receive English-as-a-Second Language (ESL) as a class
component (see definitions, section' IX).

Option 2 - Such students may receive required and elective subject
matter (Examples: math, science, industrial arts) in

the native language(s) and bridge into English while-
combining English with the native language as appropriate
(learning English as a first language, in a natural set-

,

ting).

Option 3 -"S'uch students may receive ESL or High Intensive Language
Training (HILT), (see definition, sectfon IX) in'English
tintil they are fully functional in English (cpn operate
equally successfully in school in English), then bridge
into the school program for a1,1 other students.

A district mac, wish to utilize a TBE, Bilingual/Bicultural or Multi-
cultural program in lieu of the three options presenfed in this.
section This. ts permissible. However, if the necessary
prerequisite skills in the native language(s) have not been taught
to these students, some form of compensatory education in the native

.language must be provided.

In any case, students in this category.(111.1.B.) must receive such
instruction in a manner that is expeditiously carried out so that the
student in question will be able to participate to the greatest extent,
possible in the regular school program as soon as potsible.. At no
tiwm can a program be selected in this category- (111.1.B.) to place
the students- in situations where the method of instruction will
result in a substantial delay in providing these students with the
neces'Sary English language skills needed by or required of other
otudents at the time of graduation.

NOTE: You will generally find that students in this category are.
recent imigrants.

2. In the case of.the predominant speaker of the language other than English
(speaks mostly the language other than English, but speSks some English):
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A. At the Elementary Leve0t

Any one or combination of the following programs is acceptable.

1. TBE

2. Bilingual/Bicultural Program

3. Multilingual/Multicultural Program

In the case of a TBE, the district'must provide predictiiii data which
show that such student(s) are ready to make the transition into English

and will educationally succeed in content areas and the educational
program in which he/she is to be placed.

Since an ESL program does not consider the affective nor cognitive
development of the students in this category and the time and maturation
variables are different here than for students at the secondary level,
an ESL program is not appropriate.

B. At the Intermediate and High School Levels:,

The district must provide data relative to the student's academic
achievement and Identify those students who have been in the school

system for less than a year. If the student(s) who have been in the

- school system for less than a year are achieving at grade level or
better, the district is not required to provide additional ed4cational
programs. lf, however, the students who have been in the schOlol sys-
tem for a year or more are underachieving (mat achieving at grade

level) (see definitions, page 21)4 the district must submit a plan to

remedy the situation. This may include smaller class size, enrichment
materials, etc. In either this case or the case of students who are

* underachieving and have been in the school system for less than a

year, the remedy must include any one or combination of the following:

(1) an ESL, (2) a TBE, (3).a Bilingual/Bicultural Program, (4) a
MultIlingual/Multicultural Program. But such students may not be
placid in situations where all Instruaron is conducted in the native
language as may be prescribed for the monolingual speaker of a lam-

i guage other than English, if thi necessary prerequisite Skills in the

1 native language have not been taught. In this case, some form of

1 compensatory education in the native language must be provided.

INOTE: You will generaZZy find that students in this category are not
i

--7-

4 recent immigrants.

3. n the case of the bilingual speaker (speaks bOth the language other than

/ nglish and English with equal ease) the district must provide data rela-

tive to the studint(s) academic achievement.

/ In this case the treatment-ls,the same at the elementary, intermediate,
and secondary levels and differs only in terms of underachievers and

, those students achieving at grade level or'better.
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A. For the students in this category who are underachieving, treatment
corresponds to the regular program requirements for all racially/
ethnically identiffable classes or tracks composed of students who .

are underaChieving, regardless of.theiç language background.

B. For the students In this category who are achieving at grade level
or betteri the'district ih'not required to provide additional
educatiohal programs.

4. In the case of the predoelOnant speaker of English (speaks mostly .English,
but some of a language other than English), treatment for these students
Is the same as III, 3 above.

5. In the case of MO monolingual speaker'of Englksh (speaks English
exclusively), treat the same as III, 3 above.'

NOTE: ESL is a necessary component of all the aforementioned proems.
However, an ESL program may not be sufficient as the ally.program
operated by a district to respond to the educational needs of all
the types of students described in this document.

IV. REQUIRED AND ELECTIVE COURSES

In the fourth step of such plan the district must show that the required and
elective courses are not designed to have a discriminatory-effect:- .

A. Requireecourses. Required courQs (example: Amerkcan HistOry) must
not be designed to exclude pertinent minority developments which have
contributed to or influenced such subjects.

B. Elective Courses and Co-curricular Activities. Where a district has
been found out of compliance and operates- racially/ethnically identifiable
elective courses.or co-curricular activities, the plan must address this
area by either educationally justifying the rhcial/ethnic identifiability
of these courses or activities, eliminating them, or guaranteeing that
these courses or co-curricular activitiet,will not remain ratially/
ethnically identifiable.

There is a prima facie case of discriminationoif courses are racially/
ethnically identifiable.

Schools must develop strong incentives and encouragement for minority-
students to enroll in electives where minorities have not traditionally
enrolled. In this regard, counselors, principals and teachers have had

,a most important role. Title IV compliance questions are raised by any-
analysis of counseling practices which indicates that minorities,are
being advised in a manner which results in their being disproportionately
channeled into'certain subject areas or courses. The schooi distact
must see that all of its students are ,encouraged to fully participate
and take advantage of all educational benefits.

Close monitoring is necessary to evaluate to what degree.minorities are
in essence being discouraged from taking certain electives and encouraged
to taki other elective courses and insist that to. eliminate discrimination
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and to.provide equal educational opportunities, districts must take
ffixlitividuties.to see that minority'students,are.pot ekctuded from
..any leCtivejoursis and over tncluded In othórs:

NI

.

Ail newly attablished-ilective courses cennot be designed. tO' have e'.

diseriminatory effeet. This means that a district bannot,fati ekaMple,
initiate 0 touikse in Spantsh literature designed exclusively for
Spanistrwspeeking students to that virollment in thet subject is designed
to result In-the exclusidn of stUdents whose native language is English

but who could equally benefit from silich a course and/or be designed to
resvit In the reMoval of fhe'minorityitudents'in question.from a '

gederel literature course.which should be designed to'be relevant for
all the students served by.the district.

V. INSTRUCTIONAL 'PEiSONNEL AtQUIREMENTSAsee definitions','soction fX)

Instructional personnel teaching the students lh Oestion must.be
lingVistically/culturally familiar with the backgepund_of the students td

:be. affected. P .

The student/teacher ratio for such programs should equal or be less t han

(feWer students.Per'teacher) the stUdent/teacher ratio for the district.

HOwever, e will not require corrective action by:the district if the
numberlaf students in such' programs areno more than five greater ptr
teacher tiaan the"studentheacher ratio for the district.

11 instructional staff is inadequate to implement program requirements,
inserviceAraining, directly-releted to improving student performance Is
acceptable as an immediate and tempOrary response. Plans for providfAg

this training must.include'at least the f011owing:

1. Objectives of training (must be, dirictly related to ultimately improving

. student performance). 4

2. Methods by which the objective(s) will be achieved.

3. Method for selection of-teachers to receive training.

4. Kimes of personnel doing the 'training and location of,training.

5. Content of training.

6. Evaluation design of training and-performance criteria for indivlduals
receiving the training.

7s., Proposed timetables,

Thts temPorary inservice training-mit continue until Afaff performance
crfteria has been met. , .

.
.

. .
.

. :Another temporary alternative I.S utilizing pare professional pegsons with

the nicessary, language(s)-end culture] background(s). Specific instructional

. roles of'suO'persoftqel must Isiocluded in the plan. Such plan mOst ibow

that this pirsbnAikkwIll aid .irteaching and not be restricted to those'
r.,
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'areas unrelated to the teaching process (checking mil, issuing tardy
cards, etc.)

,

In additign, the district m4i include a plan for securing the number of
qualifie4 teachers necessary to fully implement the .instructional program.

' Development and training of pare professionals may be en important source'
for the development of bilingual/bicultura+ teachers.

VI 'RACIAL/ETHNIC ISOLATION AND/OR MENTIFIABILITY OF SCHOOLS AND CLASSES

,

A. 'Racially/Ethnically Isolated-and/or Identifia le Schools - It is not
edycationally necessary nor legally permissab e to create racially/
ethnically.Identiflable schools in order to respond to student language
characteristics as specified in the programs described herAin.

B. Racially/Ethnitally Isolated indfor Identifiable Classes The imple-
mentatiom of the aforehentioned educaelonal models do not )ustify the
existence of racially/ethnically isolated or identifiable classes, per
se. Since there is no conflict in this area as related to the applica-
tion of the Emergency School. Aid Act\(ESAA) and existing Title yi regu-
lations, standard application of those regulations is effective.

VII. NOTIFICATION TO PARENTS OF S7UDENTS WHOSE PRIMARY OR HOME LANGUAGEAS OTHER
THAN ENGLISH

1,

A. ,Schoolitli tricts have the responsibility to effectively notify'the
parents o the students identified as having a priniary or home lan-
guage othet than English of all school activities or notices which are
called to the attention of other parents. Such notice, in order to be
adequate, must be provided in English and in the necessary language(s)
comprehensively paralleling the exact content in English. Be aware
Ahat a literal transiationxmay not be ,sufficient.

B. The district must ihform all minority and nonminoriry parents of all
aspects of the programssdesigned for students of limited English-
'peaking ability and that these programs constitute an integral part
'of the total school program. 411

VIII. EVALUATION

4

A "Prcklyct and Process" evaluation is to be submitted in the plan. This
type of evaluation, in addition to stating the "product" (end result),
must include "process evaluatiol" (periodic evaluation throughout the
implementation state). A description of the evaluation design,is required.'
Time-lines (target for completion of steps) is an essential component.

For the first three years, tollow4ng the implementation of a plan, the
district must ubmlt to the.00R Regionel,Office at the clOse of sixty ,

days after school starts, a "progress report" which will show,the steps
which have been completed. For those steps which have not been completed,
a narrative from the district is necessary to explain why the targeted com-
pletion dates were not met. Another "progress report" islalso due at the
close of 30 days after the last day of the ichool year in question.

U
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IX. DEFINITION OF TERMS

1. Bilingual/Bicultural Program

A program which 'utilizes the.student's natiye language (example:
Navajo) and.cultural factors in instruction maintaining and further
developing all the necessary skills-in the student's native language
and culture while tntroducing, maintaining and developing all the
necessary skills in the second language end culture (example: English
The end result is a student who cap function, totally; In both lan-
guages and cultures.

2. English-as-a-Second Language (ESL)

A structured language acquisition program designed tO teach English
to students whose native language is not English.

/
3. High Intensive Language Trainitig (HILT)

A total immersion program designed to, teach students a new language.

4. Multilingual/Multicultural Program

_ ,A program operated under the same principals as a Bilingual/Bicultural
Program (S,1) except_ that more than one language and culture, in addi-

(,,,,,t tion to English language and culture is treated. The end result is a'
student who-can function, totally, in.more than'two languages and

,cultures.
,

r

, (

5. Transitional Bilingual Education Program (TBE)
t

A prcigram operated in the same manner as a Bilingual/Bicultural Pro-

oram, except that once the'student is fully functional in the second
language (English), further instruction in the native language is. no

longer required.

6. UnderaChievement

Underachievement is defined as performance in each subject area (e4.
readinw, problem solVing) et one or more standard deviations below
district norms as determriped'by some objective measures for non-
ethnic/racial minority 4tudents. Mental ability scores cannot be

utilized for determining grade-expectancy.

Instructional Personnel A

Persons involved in teaching activities. Such personnel,includes, but

is not limited to, certified, credentialized teachers, para profes-
"sionals; teacher aides, parents, community volunteers, yoyth tutors,

etc.
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APPENDIX C

LANGUAGE
DOMINANCE TESTS

#
\ .

'._

ASSESSMENT PROGRAM OF EARLY LEARNING LEVELS (APELL)

E. V. Cochran Shannon
Edcodyne Corporation
,Suite 935 -

I City Boulevard West
Orange, California 92668, (1969)

Grade Range: Pre K-1

Administer to: Groups

Time: 40 minutes (2 sessions)

Languages: 'English, Spanish

REMARKS: A non-verbal test for identifying educational deficiencies at early
childhood levels. The APELL test yields 16 scores:. 4 Pre-Reading
(vi.sual and audial diseriminatibn, letter names and total); 4 Pre-
Math (attributes, nuMbet concepts and facts and.tOtal); 7 language
(nouns,.pronouns, verbs, adjectives, plurals, pre-positions and
total); and 1 Total Score. The Manual gives norms for Total Score.
only. 'It may be administered in any language.

Cost: $35.00 for teacher's manual, siVnt's manual and 35 response cards.

BOEHM TEST OF BASIC CONCEPTS

' A. E. Boehm
Psychological Corporation
304 East 45th Street

'New York, NeW York 10017 (1969)

Grade Range: K-2

Administer to:, Odividuals or Small Groups

'1 ojt
1 01
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Time:

'40

30 minutes

Languages: English, Spanish

REMARKS: This is a picture test designed to appraise matery of basic toncepts
commonly found in early childhood instructional materials. These
concepts are essential to understanding oral communications from .0

. teachers and other children. It is designed as both p diagnOstic andrl
rimedjal or teaching instrument; the Boehmvpentifies the'parttcular

Cost:

et

concepts that are unknown to children for use as the focus of
instruction.

$6.50 for \directions, key and class record form - 20.

CALIFORNIA ACHIEVEMENT4-ESTS

E. W. Tiegs & W. W. Clark
CTB/McGraw-Hill
'Del Monte Research Parl
Morfterey, California 93940

Grade Range: 1-12

Administer to: Groups

Time: 1 1-3 hours

CTB/McGraw-Hill
Order Service Center

or Manchester Road
Manchester, Missouri 63011

Languages: English o

REMARKS: Designed tO measure educational achieyement.and provide an individual
analysis of a child's learning difficulties, the CAT consists of three
sections: Reading, Arithmetic and Language. The skills assessed by
this battery include Reading Vocabulary, Reading Comprehension,
Arithmetic Fundamentals, and Mechanics of English and Spelling.

Order form.A Pre-test; Or

B Post-test

Grade: 1.5-2

2-4

4-6

6-9

CAT-70-H/S-1

CAT-70-H/S-2

CAT-70-3

CAT-70-5.
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15.40 for 35

15.40 for 35
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COMPREHENSIVE ENGLISH LANGUAGt TEST_(CELT)

:D. P. Hareis and L. A. Palmer
McGraw-H111 International Book Company/48
1221 Avenue of the.Americas
New York, New York 10020

Grade Range: Wigh School Adult

Administer to: Groups

Time: 2 hours

Language: English

REMARKS:

4-

Designed to assess the Ehglish langUage proficiency of non-native
speakers, the CELT provides a series of easy-to-administer tests,
especially appropriate for intermediatd'and adVanced high 2chool,
college and adult English'as a Second Language courses. The CELT
co ists of three multiple-choice tests, Listening,. Structure and
Voctbulary, which may be used separately or as a complete battery.

All the CELT tests use a separate answer sheet and a' reusable
test booklet.

The listeni g test measures the ability to comprehend short state-
wents, ques ions and dialogues as spoken-by native speakers of
English; it contains 50 items and takes about 4D minutes. The
structure test'has a total of 75 items to be answered in 45 minutes
and measures the ability to manipulate the grammatital structures
occurringin spoken English. The vocabulary testipntains 75 items
and requires 35.minutes tg administer. It assesses the understanding
of the kinds of lexical items which occur in advanced English reading.

a) Listening test-specimen set ( $ 3.00

Complete with tapes '20.00

b) Structure specimen 2.50

Structure test, complete 10.50

Vocabulary specimen 2.50

10.50

.4.00

Vocabulary, cdmplete
S.

d) 100 answer sheets
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\\\DIAGNOSTIT TE IFOR STUDENTS OF ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE

40116
A. L. Davis
McGraw-Hill InternatIonal Book Company
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10020

. -

Grade Range: High School Addlt

Administer to: Groups
4

Time: 60 minutes

Language: English

-REMARKS:. This test is designed to assess knowledge of English structure
idioma.tic vocabulary through J50,multiple-choice questions. Th9.test
can be used to determine whether special instruction is necessary; to
place students in classes of different levels of proficiency;'or to
aid in the preparation of lesson plans. The instruction sheet which
accompanies the test booklets and answer sheets contains a short
section on scoring and interpretation.

Cost: $3.50 for test booklets and answer sheets.

ILYINIRAL INTERVIEW

Donna' Ilyin

Newbury House Publishers
68 Middle Road"
Rowley, Massachusetts 01969

Grade Range: 7 Adult

Admlni-ster to: Individuals

Time: 5-30 minutes

Language: English

REMARKS: Designed to test a student's ability to use English orally in re-
sponse to hearing it, in a controlled situation. The Interview mdy
be used to place incoming stuttents in an ippropriate 1eve. English
as a Second Language class; to show achievement gains in a pre/post-
test situation; or to correlate an ind.ividual's oral proficiency
with his performance on tests that require readi.ng or writing skitls.
The interview cdnsists.of 50 items, progressing from simpler to more
difficult. Each item is scored for accuracy of information and
accuracy of structure, including word order, verb structur'e and
oher structures; pronunciation and Huency are not scored.

,Cost: Manual and test book: $14.50

Answer pad of 50 sheets: 1,95



ENGLISH LANGUAGE STRUCTURE TESTS

D. Ilyin and,J. Best
Newbury House Publishers
68 Middle Road
Rowley, Massachusetts .01969

Grade Range/C 7 Adul+

Administer to: Individuals

Time:

Language:

30 minutes

English

REMARKS: 6 tesis of Englisli structure which can be corrrelated with the Ilyin
Interview tests for placement of -students. Two forms'each,of Begin-

- ning, Intermediate and Advanced tests.

Cost: Tests $2.95; 50 Answer Sheets w/Key $3.95

INTER-AMERICAN SERIES

H. T. Manuel
Guidance Testing Associates
6516 Shirley Avenue
Austin, TeXas 78752

Grad Range: Pre K-12

Administer to: Groups

Time:

Language:

REMARKS:

"*.n.

14-52 minutes

English, Spanish, French, Italian

This batterS, of tests includes: Test of General Ability; Test of

Reading; Comprehension of Oral Language; Reading.and.Numbers;
Inventory of Inter.estsL the CIA (Cooperative inter-American) Tests
of Generai Ability; CIA Test of Reading; CIA Language -Usage Test;
CIA Natural Sciences and CIA Soc.ial Studies. The tests are published
in all four languages and the children can be tested in their naive
language (for francophone bi-tinguals). Oral pgua est: Short..

test designed to estimate"the child's ability to erstand simple
words or phrases read to him in English. Group-administered, it

takes about 20 minutes. The child marks a piture-in response to
the expression read by the teacher.'

Cost: Contact Guidance Testing Assoc iate:s. for price information.

a
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SWCEL TEST OF ORAL ENGLISH PRODUCTION

Southwestern Cooperative Educational Laboratory
229A Truman71T.E.

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87)080

Available from: ERIC Document Reproduction Service
P.O. Box 0
Bethesda, Maryland 20014
Ref: tD 042-793

Grade Range: P(e K-2

Administered to: Individuals

Time:

Language:

REMARKS:

10-15 minutes

Englsish

Designed to evaluate English as a Second Language programs, this test
was Specifically designed to test ohildren in the primary grades.
While Plronunciation atad vocabulary items are included, the test's
major emphasis is on grammatical cohiPetencer measured in responses
elicited in a "spontaneous" mbnner by the administrator. No special
skills requir:ed to administer the test, just the manual and the kit
of props, pictures,:etc. The conversation is tape-recorded and sent
to the SWCEL where/it is scored by trained individuals.

Cost: Information not 1availabip.

TESTS OF GENERAL ABILITY (TOGA)

J. C. Flanagan
Science Research Associates
259 Ea Erie Street
Chicag ; Illinois 60611

Grade Range: K712'

Administered to: GroUps p.

Time: 45 minutes

Language: English

REMARKS: Desigged for use in K-)2, the TOGA provide a non-verbal measure of_jm
general intelligence and basic learning ability: The scOres 'are
sard to reflect 'ability independent of school-acquired skills, and

-therefore the TOGA ere particularly useful for students from
culturally different backgrounds.

h.

06.
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TESTS OF GENERAL ABILITY (TOGA) (Cont'd.)
.

Cost: K-2 pack of 25 answer books $ 6.30
2-4 pack of 25 answer books: 6.30aF
4-6 pack of 25 answer.books: 8.3er (reusable)
6-9 pack of 25 answer bo9.1(s: 8.30 (reusable)
9-12 pack ofy,75 answer books 8.30 (reusable)

100 answer sheets 10.50

stenals .67

ORALPLACTMENT.TE6T AND ORAL PRODUCTION TESTS

R. Poczik
.Bureau of Basic Continuing Education
State Education Department
Albany, New York 12224

,

Arade Ran'ge: 7 - Adult

Administered to: Individuals

Time: 5-10 minutes

Language: English

REMARKS: The Oral Place.Tent Test is designed to place students' in orie of three
ESL levels. The t,est is totally oral, consisting of 15 question'-

, answer items, and suggested questions for a brief "free" cOn'uersation.
The measure yields scores for Auditory Comprehension, Oral Ilroduction
ahd Conversation. ,The Production Tests are based Oh the Ofientatton
in _America Series and may be inippropriate if other texts are used.
These tests are used to evaluatthe students' oral achievemen\with
regard to curriculum covered. Each test has a question-answer
section,and a free conversation section with an oral rating scale.
The test format could be adapted to other texts by substituting the
questions from whichever text is in use.

Cost,: Free of charge.

BILING6AL_SYNTAX MEASURE

M. K. Burt, y: DulAy, E. Hernandez
Harcourt, Brace; Jovanovich ,

New York, New York

..ik4 Grade Range: Pre K-3

Admirrister. to: Individuals

Time:

Language: Engtish -and Spanish .
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BILINGUAL SYNTAX MEASURE (Cont'd..)

REMARKS: This test measures the child's structural proficiency fn English. It
can 'also be used for dragnosis and placement. The child response'
booklets are available in ,English or Spanish. Specify which edition
you want. .

le
-

Cost: Test booklet, 35 response boolarts and manual: $45.00.

MAT-SEA-CAL ORAL PROFICIENCY TESTS

. Matluck & B. MIce-Mittluck

Grade Range: K-4

Adminisler to: Groups and Individuals

Time: * 25-40 minutts

Available from:
The Center for, -

Applied Linguiitics
1611 North Kent Street
Arlington, Virgjnia 22209

Language: English, Cantonese; Mandar n, Ilokano, Spanish and tagajog

of REMARKS: .This test is designed to 1) determ ne the ch11,d's ability to under-
stanklband produce distinbtive characteristics.of spoken Eng110,
express known cognitive concepts and to Nandle learning asks, In
English, and 2) to proyide placement and instructional re"comme9dat1ons

. with respect to alternate, programs such as spoc.1.4.1 English or.,bi-
lingual education. The test consists of three parts:. Part I tests
Listening Comprehension and is,group-administered items).-l'arts
II, are individually-administered and tes Sentence Repetition
itemS1 and Structured Response (28 items). Tha'test uses vIs01d.
as well as taki-recorded stimuli which are not essentiarto the test:
It can be scored by the administrator.

. -

Cost: Infdrmation not available.

MICHIGAN'TEST OF ENGLiSH LANGUAGE( PROFICIENCY'

J. Upshur 6 J. Harris, et al
English language, institute
The University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48108

Grade Range: 9-Adult .

Administer to: Groups

Time: 75 minutes

Language: English

REMARKS:

781'

/

1

Avahable
Follett's Michigan lioekstpre.

-
3227South-State Street
Ann,Arbar, Michigan 48108

)

,

.

This test consists'of three parts:- Grammar, Vocabulary and Reading.,
Comprehtnsion. It dan be uied diagnostically foe placement or Es'a
post-test to see how much the student has learned. The lest.consi,sts

,#
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MICHIGAN TEST'OF ENGLISH LANGUAGE PROFINENCY (Coned.)

f 100 items: 40 in the'grammar section, 40 in the vocabulary and
In reading comprehension.. it is totally nonlerbal, Some df:the

g mmar Items in Form D appear stilted, but this fault has been
Q rected in the E Form of the test.

Cost: '0.00:

a

9

.415

I form:- 20 cc:Ties, .100 answer sheets; I manual, lstenciI.

TEXAS CHILD KIG T PROGRAPM TESTS. -

Oral LangUage Committee
Migrant and Preschool Programs
<TeA4s EducatiOn Ageacy
201 East'Eleventh:Street"
Austin,-Texas 78701

- Grade Range: K-3,

Administero: individuals and Small Groups

9.

ft

4

a

LangUiige: English-, Spanish, adaritable to otbers

AENARKS: This series is the result of the work of the Texas Education Agency, -

which tried to establish a series of pre-/post-tests designed to test
.the communication skills and concept-retention of .children from
linguistically different backgrounds. The tests Are easily adminis- ;1'

tered, using readily available props,..and ask the child to,teld a
story, engage in a conversation? etc. Each pre-test is also 'designed
IcirteSt retention of the co epts taught the ydar lefore., The-

.

Performance Objectives Ma al includes a cogent discussion of the
theoretical (linguistic, social and ethical) bases of the tests, as
well as*.a narrative description of the levels of fluency. The tests

appear bp be tasily adaptable for use with a Variety of-students in

7 a variety of iituations. -

Cost: Tie test is beivg deposited into t4e ERIC system, hence, only ERIC's
reproduction costs would'have to-be paid.

v
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Sp.FArlINSTRUCTOONAL , COURSE

IN TEACHIN9 ENGLISH
AS7i SECOND LANGUAGE

\

6

This self7instructional course, developed with a federal grant by th51New
York State'Department of Education, consists of five unit texts together
with their accompanying wo-rkbooks, tapes, and an introductory study guide ...4

whith acquaints the reader with the course's objectives and instructs him

in the use of the courle materials. The course can be completed In ten to
fifteen hours depending upon the batkground the student brings theotourse.

ig Aoltrory,.0-e' time needed to complete the various units of the course can be

divided as follows:

t

Um-it I

Unit II

"The Nature and Purpose of Language"
41.7.

"Approaches to Learning and Teaching
English as a Second Language"

Unit Ilf "Teaching Oral Communication Skills"

Unit,IV "The English Sound, System:
Disc-timination and Pronunciation"

iknit V "Language and Its Cultural Context"

.

If / hours

2 21- hours

3 - 4 hours

2/ - 31 hours

1 2 .hours

Units.ii, III, and IV are essential for the, new teache-r of ESL and useful
tti the elperienced teacher .assources of new ideas, informatFon, and:mate-

"Agls fdtself-evaluation.and"goal formuration.' Units 1 and V are important

'eriadgh.jor the new teacher to include them, but the information' is superfi:
-.,rial.enough that the experienced teacher'can by-pass them if time is a
ct1t1s$1,141pet in using the_corurse.

a

'fhe-t'extippes, and workboOks ate arranged for ease and efficiency. All

1.`Afreretionse-objectives, and informatIon4*e presented in simple, straight-

'40r. fqiward, language. which does not interfere with the Presentation of,Informa-
A..

'tion.._The presentation ag.technical information in simple, non-technical

4" language, is-Dne of the. major-assets of this,series and the main reason it

'can 6e Completed ih-so little time.

Pie Study,Gui4e .has the tudent learn% doing as It takt.s him throdgh a

-' ..sample text, tape, workb k set. !;,The Oirections ate 'clear, and easy to follow.

-I.t explainiloriefly the objectivet Of.eech unit'and presents:a needs assess-
.ment guide which.relates ESL student needs to teacher competencies and to
'the appropriate parts cif the cqurse which best Meet those assessed-needs.

b This is, perhaps, the most Valtoetkle Part of the guide for the expetienced

, ../...
.:.
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teacher because-1i enables him to go directly to -materlil he needs most
and to by-pass the rest. The new teacher will fin It valuable.for creat-
ing aSoframe,of reference which should make, the rema nder of 'the course.more
meaningful'. Lastly, the Study Guide explains what is omitted from the
course and refer the reader to materials which will fill the gaps.

.

Unit I introduce) the ESL teacher to
4

^the "Nature and Purp4se-0f Language."
Its introduction acquainti-him with the use of the maierial4, their organize-

.

tion, focus, and objectives. Althostimmediately, the student is required to
. use the information given in a test(frame. His answer choice refers-him to

a page in the text. If his response is correct, he Is told to continue. if
his response Is wrong, he is referred beck to the question after. Ile has read
an explanation of why his response was wrong which brief14.sea.teaches the
concept or fact to,be 1-earned. The Unit meets its objectiVes and at its end
the student shoutd have a good 9rasp of what language is, how it functions,
and why this understanding is important for him as a teacher of ESL.

Units II, III, IV, and V, for the most part, are like Unit I in regard to
structure, instructional Method, and success. Units II and III are the most
useful units pedagogjcally and the best devised units from a pedagogical
point of iiew, i.e. they teach a teacher to teach efficiently and efectively.

The series makes an excellent core for a course to train new ESL teacl4rs and
for workshops for experienced ESL teachers.. Such courses or )workshops could
supplement this series with ipformation on placement'and testing, and provide
projects or activities which woypi reinforce sthe cOurse and leave the ESL
teacher with practical teaching*Idi for future use. Some suggestions:

Submit the workbook for eva.luation - each unit.

Submit detailed answers to selected questions from the texts.

Use the following questions not in the text for additional discussion:
/

'UNIT I

1. Observe what you consider to be representative members of English
§peaking groups who use different styles or social dialect. Give
examples of their speech. give the context for thelangOage used.
Did any given representative change styles? How many different
styles did you,observe?

2. Do the same thing for one 'individual-. What is his.standard style?
How:many style variations did you observe? Give the conttxt for
each. Did he seem aware of the changes he made?

3.. Create a dialogue for each level or style you've observed which
would teach your foreign students to "switch styles appropriately.
Which class would benifit more from an exercise like the one you've
written: survival beginning, intermediate, advance, or more than
ne of the above? If you said more than one, how would you vary
the drill so it would serve the other classes?

lii
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UNIT II

1. Give examples,of the difference in the following first and second

languabe learning areas: enviromftht, need, acquisition of sounds --

consonants, vowets or both -- acquisition of gramma?, acquisition
of intonation, acquisition of communication skills in general as

' defined In Unit II.

1 2. Give specific examples in Rarrative or dialogue form to illustrate
firt land spcond language learning differences shown in Table I

of theiUnitIl text. Do- at least three.

.Write a d tatled lesson plan for an.ESL class one tiour long. Be

sure to 1 clude your goals; the methods, teOniques and aids you
will use; Iteacher activities, student activities; the classroom
arrangene t; and the time allotted to each portion of the class.

Chooje f om the following leveli:

a. beg ning - survival, conversational
b. beginning, Including re4ding.frud writing skills

c. intermediate surviva), convIRsational
d. Intermediate, including readin0 and writing skills

e. advanced
f. a class which includes beginricing, intermediate, and advanced

g. beginning and intermediate: '.

If you choose f. or g. explain the method you wili use to group
i the students tell why you chose that method.

Teach the lesson"hlan an0 submit a critique which includes youe
remarks, student comments, and comments by an ESL teacher-observer.
'Teach the lesson again.

5. Teach the lesson in front of a video-tape machine, replay and
evaluate. Or, evaluate, replay, evaluate, compare.

UNli III

1. Write drills of each type for a flx-hour.unit to be taught in three
hour segments, in one hour segments, in one and one-half hour seg-
ments,. Explain the progr,ssion, rationale, objectives, etc., for
your drills. Do one set for each level.

Write a detalled,lesson plan with a minimum of teacher vocatiza-
tion and maximum of student voCallzation.

3. Write a scenario for a role play or dramatization you would use in
beginning, intermediate, advanced, survival, or a mixed class

sure tel InClude your objectives.

UNIT IV

1. Write a detailed lesson plan to teach English vOwels. Do one 'for

,each level.. Do"the same thing for.consonants; with stress and

intonation.

113 1 1 2



2. Examine your own pronunciation. Do you pronounce all the vowels
exactly 11M:they're shown pn the ;hart?

3. Examine several texts which teach spelling or pronunciation. Are
all of the examples valid in terms of the standard pronunciation
in the area where you live? If notf what are tfie differences?

-;
-priky v

-1. Report on the cultvral patterns.of another count.ry.. What are
some problems, or iSoints of interference, that a student from
that country might have,to deal with when confronted )fith Amer-

' .

\

ican culture?

2. Report on regionalsvariations in American culture: East/West;
North/South; Urban/Rural; Upper/tower class.,

3. Without_planning a speCific unit on Ame11an culture, how can
you teach American culture? Give es many possibilities as 'you
can.

Prepare a specific unit .on some aspect of American culture.

Collect some items w6ich you can use for "show and tell" in
your American cuAture unit. -

:1

.
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